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Thefollouting is an outline of a slide presentation at a Round Table Discttssioman tfie'Decommissioning4af

Matilija Dam. The objectiue of the presentation uds to identifi major issues and c,orcarnt associited;utitllt
dam remoual optiow, particakrly aberzatiue remoual methods, cndronmental imprca of'dlm, rcnzoaall.

and regulatory issues.

1. DAM REMOVAL OPTIONS

The primary challenge associated with dam removd is the rcrnoneL saliilizaribn,, andlin
managemenr of the scdiments behind the dam because they represenr a si$nificandy'largcr-masss

than rhe dam itself;, and because they are difficult to manage comparcd to, corcrete,. There ars,

rhree basic methods for managing sediments during dam. removal:

i. Rerain and srabilize sediments in place in fie original reservoir areaafter dam removal
2. Remove sediments by naturd erosion from the river, carrying sediments,dbwnstream,

3. Acdvely remove sedimenrs (e.g., hydraulically or mechanical$ and liraullaway for dilposali

2. METHOD NO. 1: STABILIZE SEDIMENTS

In this merhod, the dam is progressively notchcd or reduccd in hcigh otter successirrc.y,cars, Acrthc:

same rime, a channel is excavated in the sediments in the reservoir arca by hoo)' equipment (in.

the dry season) or by flushing (in the winter). The channel alignment is designed ro mimic
,r",,rr"i meanders and the banks are protected from erosion. The objective is ro creare a srablb

incised channel in rhe reservoir area, while stabilizing the adjacenr floodplain which consiss of
scdirnenm. .The channel inverr would be progressively lowered to meer the eristing na.tural,

channel' below the dam. The floodplain would' bc stabilized by creating riBarian woodland.:

vegeradon. See Figure I for a summary of rhis approach.

3. METHOD NO. 2: NATUHAL EROSION

For rhis approach, rhe dam is progressively lowered and sedimenrs in the reservoir .aretr- arc-

cxposed ro^*llo* flood.flows,to .iod" sedlments a"d :"ty them tb rh 
." 9c9an or.-'co a d.o'wnsdcam: ,

b"rirr,for- dewaqering and haullng. The ihanngl and f.loodplajn ai thc iesenxiir. sirc ;would bEr
rcturfied to rheir.*a;{al-grldieniand cg-qfrgurairorr. Thiq i, * eo*ot-ha5!d rncifuodf dcpendtEu'

on subsranrial ri'yer nor#to .io,i* und'iriti".y l"aimcnts" See Fig'uie 2 fb,r a iurnur*ry: of'diib;:l '

approach.
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4. METHOD NO. 3: ACTIVE SEDIMENT REMOVAL

This method utilizes standard engineering and construction procedures and equipment as listed
below. See Figure 3 for a summary of this approach.

' Remoual methods: There are three methods: (1) hydraulic dredging using a floadng drcdgc wirh
cutter head; (2) w:tld1y excVvation using equipment such as 

" 
.I"*rh"ll, o.*rolr, lo"ji", oE*

scraPe.rs; and.(3) flushing/sluicing scdiments in the reservoir rhrough a norch or gaEc 
". 

.fr.
dam during high river flows.

' C-onuelq4ce metltods. There are lwe possible merhods: (l) slurrf pipclinc; (2) taundcring
channel.(e.g., oPel .flu-: with sediments carried by water); (3) dumpirucks; (4) convryor belil
(dry sedimenrs only); and (5) river channcl using narurd river flows.-

' Disposal methods: There are four methods: (1) off-strcam landfill, such as a nearby canyon; (2),
downstream man-made basin where sediments would be dewarercd rhen hauled. "*yt 

(Ai
ocean for beach replcnishment; and (4) direct use as commercial fill or €gregare.

5. FACTORS AFFECTING THE SELECTION OF A REMOVAL OPTION

t' Qiicctives and Timeframe. The objecrives of removing thc dam must bc clcarly arcicularcd ro
determine most appropriare removal method and timefri_me. Similarly, a suong and compelling
statement of need must b_c developed to elicit suppon for rhe projett. To da-re, ,h.r. 

"r. 
r*.J

PtiT"ry objecdvcs identified for removing the dam: Sreelhead passage to historic spawning
habitat; and beach.sand.replenishment. Other objecdves 

"re 
,"itorarlon of public "..o, .JNational Forest lands, and outdoor recreational and educational opporrunities.

t' '!7'ork Area and Access. The work-ar9a is extremely limited at rhc dam site due to sreep,
topography. Access to the dam (via Madlija Hot Springs Road) and rhe rescnoir (via Matilija
Road) is poor because these roads are narrow and winding, and becar:se rhe inrersecrion of
Madlija Road and Route 33 is nor suited for large rucks. In addidon, secrions of Routc 33 from
the dam site to the ocean are dso narrow. Route 33 is a high-volume roadway rhar is near
capaciry during peak commuring hours. The road has nttmeious signalized intirscctions and
traverses many residenrial/commercid. neighborhoods.

* Downstream Flood Hazard. Flushing sedimenrs downsrrearn could raise rhc channel bed or re-
direct the river channel below rhe dam, causing floeding of adjacenr lands. Unicorporared
residendd communiries such as Casiras Springs, Live OalcAlres, and Hawthorne Acres would be
very vulnerable.

{' Robles Diversion. This diversion, operated by Casitas Municipal \flarcr Discricr, is locared
several miles downstrearn of the dam. Ic diverts flows from the Ventura River ro Lake Casiras for
M6cI and irrigarion uses. Diversions occur in the winrer as high, .scdimenc laden flows recqelc.
Flushing sedimcnts from Matilija Reservoir could adversely affcir the operarion of rhe diversion
due to increased turbidiry of river flows, limiring rhe amount of time rhat rhc diversion can
oPerate. Sedimenrs could also be deposited in the basin ar Robles Diversion, rxed ro Facilirare
diversions. Finally, sediments could dso affec rhe operarion of a proposcd steelhcad screen a$d
passage faciliry ar Robles Diversion.
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{' *+f'unq and Qualigv, of sediments- There is no reliable esdmare of rhe alnor,tn. of,scdirncnnsbehind rhe dam' 
P"t-.9 

on the otiginal.capaciry of rhe a"-, i. is esrimated thar there is abo,ur 4,,6jmillion 
5ubic yards. However, the total 

"-ourrt could be up ro 5 or 6 million cubic yar& dreuo,accumulared sedim.ents. in upper Madlija creelc. Thc characrerisdcs ;a;i. sedimens (cg,-
sedimenr size distriburion, contaminanrs, etc.) are also unknown. f. i, fit iy";#T;T";
mixture of finc and coarse material wich la-yers 

"f "tg*i. material from floods and wild.fircs..Tlnesuitabiliry of rhe sediments for use as commercij 
"ggr.garc, 

engineercd 6ll, or road base ibunknown.

* Qff-Site Disoosd sitcs. The dam is locared in avery rernore area. There arc ftw nearby canyonsrhat area suitable for landfill, none of which could store all of rhe sediments from thc resenoih..Hence, rhere would be significant distances for the conveyance ofr.di-.ia f., airp"r"f;;;
use by conveyor belt or haul trucla. For example, the distance to haul sediments to the occa' fhr.beach replenishrnent would be about l6 or more miles. Hydr"di;;;;;; to rhe beach 

'si,ng,river flows would likely be rnore energy efficienc

'E' Flu:rial Characge.ristics-of River. L.argc runoffevenrs can carry signifiqlnr arnounrs ofscdirnennin rhe Ventura River. Howcver, such lrrenrs are infrequeo, 
"rri dih."l, to prdi"n In addido.n,thc downstream river channel could be alcered d,'r" ,o ,"Ji-.*;l;;;rig flooding. Data o,,rhe hydrolow oF the venrura River indicate that most r.di**-"rt;;;.rr.d as s.spendedsediments rather than as bedload sedimenrs. The sedimens in rhc river consist of 40a/o coanicend 600/o fine sediments. A USGS study on rhe river indicared rhar iz.g ;ilrir" 

""b; ild" ;isediments u/ere ransPorted over e L2-year period (1969-81). However, 960/o ofthese scdimen,'were ffansPorted in five flood evenrs. during 1969, 1978, and 1980. b*"J on thesc dara, ir hexpected that sedimentt^Ttll 9n[ b^e conJeyed significanr dir,*.., "1""&" rircr when die'e
are flood flows over 20,000 cfs. suih flows would ol"u, every 5 years, on average.

* Dam Safety Considcradons. The .lam is currcndy considered safe. It is monitorcd br ec
X:T:t"rrt""1"ry 

Flood Conrrol Disrrict_pursuanr ro requiremenrs of rhe Divisio" of iJJqrGDams' If rhe dam deteriorates in the furure, rher. could be an 
"ali,iorra 

r.,*on for diunremoval' It should dso be nored thar dam.safery condidons could be affecred d,rrirg ,.*"odactions as rhe sedimenr load and structural properdes of rhe dam are "li.r.a. Hence, thcreshould be provisions ro ensure dam safery during i.-or,.l operarions.

6. POSSIBLE APPHOACHES FOR DAM HEMOVAL

.!. Aporoach I - Narural Erosion. Under.this approach, rhe dam would be progressively lowered
to a suitable height,for a fish passage frciliry otio_ rh. original .trnnrrJ inrr.ri-fy 

" 
natural erosion

Process, primarily furins flood flows. Therc would rr..dio U* 
" 

r"*iour fr"ti.*i"r "f 
l"*.;;;

and erosion, coupled with observarions ro avoid downsrream impacrs. ihi', 
"ppro*.h 

i, .ir[i
with. many unknowns. It may also require many years, or perhaps a'..rJ.r. Howe!r'er, it would berelatively inexpensive compared ro oth.r ,ppro..h.r, 

"id *iuH ;it "; rr"..,r"1 forccs and
Processes.

* This approach would involve an initial drrrexcavarion behind the dam to increase its warer ,,or"g.. The stored warer *.La'U.'*; elhydraulic dredging and the conveyance of sedimenr, ,J,h. ocean by a slurry pipeline. T,h; &;would be progressively notihed oi lowered as sedimenrs are ,.-ou.i. The remaining po,rtio,ns of'
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the dam would be removed after all rhe sedimenrs have been dredged. Ir is esrirnarcd rl:en diouaI million cubic yards could be dredged per year and conveyed ro"the ocean r.rsing abour j,0.0CI
acre-Feet, a lO-inch diamercrpipelin-, 

"nd " 
4OO-ron per hour dredge. This 

"pprJ""h -uold bo
morc exPensive than Approach l, but would havc low iisla and highiredicobitiry,

tr' APPrqach 3 :- Combination. This approach would use a combination oF mcthods rc allor
flexibiliry. Sedimenm in the reservoir *o"ld be stabilized and a channel oo,'"r"d rhrough dic
sediments. The dam would be progressively norched or lowered. There would. Ue finired
flushing/sluicing during winter, withlredging/slurry pipelinc procedures in rhc late winrcr and
e.arly spring. During the summet, d7 r.dl-Jtrtr *fr.ita'b" c*ca',r"ted fo" Jirposal in a landfilll
direct commercial use, or beach replenishmenr. The dam would. d.i;.;li; be b*crcd .' *
suitablc elevarion for fish passage.

7. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

All dam removal alternatives would involve environmental impacrs, rnany of wlich would be,
potendally significant. However, all impacrs would bc temptrary and'revcrsiblg whilc rhc,
environmenml benefits would be long-rerm and selF-sustaining'. A list of key porenti-all1. adrrcrse
impacrs is provided bclow:

' Public safery - risk of dam failure during dam removal or flooding from sedimenr fl*hingr \farer qualiry degradadon during erosion or flushing evenrs

' Impacts ro sreclhead due ro increased rurbidiry and sedimentadonI Impacts to orher aquatic species due ro sedimcntadon

' Truck uaffic and air qualiry impacrs due to excavarion and haulingI Beach and nearshorc impacts during disposal ofsediments for beaih sand rcplenishmcnt

8. INSTITUTIONAI- REGULATORY, AND LEGAL ISSUES

Th.erc are many insdtutiond, regulatory, and legal issues associared wirh dam rcrnonal. drar grose
unique challcnges b: rh: planning and implemenradon of rhe projecr. A lisr of rhcsc irsucs.lii
prescnted below in rhe form of quesdons that need ro be addressej:

r \[rhar is rhe appropriare agelcy to provide overall managemenr of rhc projecr?r \[rhar funds (local, srare, or federal) are available for this rype of projecr? 
'

' How can downstream facilities and properdes be prorecrJduring iam removal?r !7har is rhe role of rhc Division of Safery of Dami

9. PERMIT REOUIREMENTS

The following permirs-will be required for the projecr. Permirting will represenr a major effort
because. the project could result irshot-term_significanr impacrs ,f,", 

"r. iiconsisrenr wich mar{r
werland, warer resources, air, and rraffic policiesl

I NPDES or wasrc discharge permir from RVeCB. Corps of Engineers 4A4 and l0 permirs. End.angered species consulration wirh NMFS, USF\flS
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. 401cerrificarion from R\fQCB
' Coasral Developmenr Permir and Federal Consisrenry Dererminario.ra
' Permit For scadonary emissions from rhe Air Pollution Conuol Di*ricr

10. FUTURE ACTIONS

In order to. pursue rhe possible rcmoval of Marilija Dam, rhe foilonming acdoos ,re
recommended:

l. Define objecdves and sraremenr of need

?. Organize a task force of elected officials, public agencics, and invohrcd grou[rs
3. Develop polidcal and public supporr

I {cauire ncar-rerm funding; begin long-rerm funding program
5. Conducr engineering and environmenral feasibiliry rr,rdi.s,

. Sedimenr arnounr and characreristics

. Sedimenr rransporr modeling
r Engineering feasibiliry/cost srudies

6. Conduct environmenral review process (NEPA/CEQA)
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PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF MATILUA DAM REMOVAL
VENTURA RIVER STEELHEAD

RESTORATION AND RECOVERY PLAN

Prepared by Woodward-Clyde Consultants
Santa Barbara, California
Novemb er 1997

Information on the feasibility of removing Matilija Dam to allow passage of steelhead trout to
historic spawning grounds in upper Matilija Creek is presented in this section. The benefits of this
action for the Ventura River steelhead population, and its contribution for restoring a viable
steelhead fishery along the river, are discussed in the Ventura River Steelhead Restoration and
Recovery Plan.

1.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.1 Construction of Matilija Dam

Chronic water supply shortages for residents and farmers had occurred in the Ventura River
watershed since the early 1920s. ln1925, there was a proposal by a group of residents called the
Matilija Water Project Comminee to import water to the Ojai Valley through a tunnel from Sespe
Creek. This proposal was never financed. In 1933, the state Division of Water Resources issued its
Bulletin No. 46 outlining the water supply shortages in Ventura Counfy. In 1934, the City of
Ventura conducted a water supply study that ultimately was placed on the ballots and rejected. In
1940, the Corps of Engineers (Corps) began a study of flooding along rhe Ventura River,
considering a water storage faeility at Foster Park; the Corps evenrually decided to construct a
levee along Ventura Avenue for flood control purposes in 1948. ln 1944, a small dam project
along coyote creek for the city of ventura was defeated at the poils.

In L944, the Ventura County Flood Control District (VCFCD) was formed by a special act of the
State Legislature. Four zones were established for the watersheds in the County: Ventura, Santa
Clara, Calleguas, and Zone 4, which encompasses the remaining watersheds of which only a
portion lies within Ventura County. In 1944, the VCFCD proposed a water conservation and flood
control project involving Matilija Dam and Hoffman Dam (on Coyote Creek) with
interconcnections betrveen the two reservoirs. A $3 million bond was approved by the voters of
Zone t. The dam was designed for the VCFCD by Donald R. Warren Company Engineers, and it
was constructed by Atkinson-Kier-Bressi and Bevanda. The construction contract was signed on
June 18, 1946, at'rd constmction began later that year. On March 14, 1948, the sluice gate was
closed and the reservoir began its initial storage of water from the Matilija Creek watershed.
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Construction of Matilija Dam and a pipe into Ojai Valley nearly exhausted the available bond..
funds, so a second dam and interconnecting pipeline were not constructed. Residents were initially
unhappy with the dam, for its water conservation value was not realized because there were three
years of drought following the completion of the dam in 1948. However, in the winter of 1951-52,
there was a large stonn that produced flood flows that filled the reservoir within hours. In the
following years, the water supply benefits of Matilija Reservoir were realized as the project
produced about 1,000 acre-feet per year. From 1948 through calendar year 1958, a total of3,085
acre-feet of water from Matilija Reservoir was sold for beneficial use in the Ojai area, and 9,613
acre-feet were spread in the Ojai spreading basin.

By the time that Matilija Dam was completed, it become clear that additional water supply facilities
would be needed to meet future demands in the watershed. In late 1948, VCFCD began a snrdy
that; when completed in 1951, recommended a 90,000 acre-foot reservoir on Coyote Creek with a
canal conveying diverted surplus water from the Ventura River. In 1952, local residents formed
the Ventura River Municipal Water District (now the Casitas Municipal Water District, or CMWD)
which immediately invited the Bureau of Reclamation to conduct a water supply study in the
watershed. A feasibiliry report was issued in 1954 for what was called the Ventura River Project,
and involved construction of Casitas Dam, Robles Diversion Dam, and the Robles-Casitas Canal.
Construction of the project was authorized by Congress in 1956, and the project was completed in
1959. Matilija Reservoir was an integral part of the Ventura River Project from its -incgption
because it was used to regulate flows to Robles Diversion Dam, thereby increasing the yield of the
Ventura River Project.

On January l, 1959, the Vennrra River Municipal Water District (VRMWD) assumed
responsibility for the operation and related maintenance of Matilija Dam and pipelines to Ojai for
the purpose of integrating their conservation capabilities with the Casitas Project. Flood flows were
to be stored in Matilija Reservoir and later released for diversion to Lake Casitas in the Robles-
Casitas Diversion Canal. As payment for rental of Matilija Dam for the agreed-upon 50-year
operating period (1959-2009), VRMWD agreed to pay the remaining bonded indebtedness on rhe
dam amounting to $2,388,750. Final payment was to be made on June L, 1979, after 20 years of
the 50-year agreement period.

1.2 Current Operations

VCFCD owns and maintains Matilija Dam, while Casitas operates the dam outlet works to
maximize diversions at the Robles Diversion Dam under an agreement with VCFCD executed in
1954 and amended in 1958. The agreement ends in 2009. Casitas has responsibility for
maintaining the outlet works, conduit, and associated water conveyance facilities ?t the dam.

Since the construction of Casitas Dam, Lake Matilija has been used to increase the yield from Lake
Casitas as described below. Reclamation initially estimated that Matilija Reservoir would increase
the safe annual yield of Lake Casitas by about 1,900 acre-feet per year. At this time, the estimated
capacity of Matilija Reservoir is 930 acre-feet (J. Johnson, pers. comm., CMWD). Under its
present condition, Matilija Reservoir contributes about 400 acre-feet per year of additional safe
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annual yield to Lake Casitas. This contribution will decrease in the future as the lake continues to
be filled with sediments. It was recently estimated that the lake will have no acrive storage by the
year 1999 after several years of high runoff and sediment loading or after a major wildfire in the
watershed' Under a dry weather cycle, it is estimated that active storage would be present until the
year 2010.

Water in Matilija Reservoir is temporarily stored each winter and released for diversion at the
Robles Diversion Dam. The maximum release from Matilija Dam is 250 cfs. Releases are made
from the  ?-inch outlet works at the base of the dam. Periodic releases are made each year during
the period January through April when flows in the river are no longer sufficient for diversion at
Robles. Releases from Matilija Dam continue until depleted. Several releases occur during most
winters, allowing diversions during receding flows and providing available srorage in Lake Matilija
for future runoff events.

Trespassers at the dam and Lake Matilija are frequenr in the surlmer. VCFCD maintains the fences
and gates around the dam; there are no fences around the lake. The Sheriff's DeparEnent conducts
regular security patrols at and near the dam to exclude trespassers. Trails and access points to
Matilija Reservoir are periodically checked by the Sheriff s Department to remove trespassers.

1.3 Structural and Operational Changes

The structure is a concrete arch dam with an average height of 190 feet and a crest length of 620
feet. The original spillway had 13 concrete cells with a concrete footbridge on rop. The center six
cells had crest elevations of 1,125 feet. The arch section varies in thickness from 8 feet at the
original crest, to 35 feet at the base of the dam. The original reservoir capacity was about 7,000
acre-feet. Floods are passed over the crest of the dam onto the downstream concrete apron. The
original dam had a 48-inch diameter sluice gate at the center of the dam a elevation 1,000 feet, and
a 36-inch diameter outlet gate at elevation 1025 feet.

In early 1964, the State Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD) conducted its periodic inspections of
Matilija Dam and noted cracking in several cells of the top five lifts of the dam arch. DSOD
ordered the VCFCD to take concrete cores and perform sonic tests to evaluate the extent of
deterioration in the concrete. On August 20, 1964, Bechtel Corporation (Bechtel) was authorized
to perform a preliminary review of Matilija Dam for the purpose of evaluating the condition of the
structure with respect to its safety.

The Bechtel (1965) report confirmed that concrete had deteriorated due to alkali-aggregare reaction
with the cement. The deterioration was not uniform, and was most severe in the upper four or five
lifts of the structure. Bechtel noted that arch dams can absorb the effects of local deficiencies in
strength by transferring the loads to more competent portions of the structure. Hence, they
concluded that the overall structural integrity of the dam was likely at an acceptable factor of
safety. However, the upper portion of the structure had a safety factor below acceptable
minimums, and the integrity of the dam would likely be reduced over time as the alkali-aggregate
reactions continued.
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The alkali-aggregate reactic n is caused by active silica components of certain fypes of aggregates
and the sodium and potassir m alkalies of the cement. The alkaline hydroxides of the cement attack
the silicaceous mineral in tre aggregate to form an alkali-silicate gel that damages the aggregate.
The gel swells as it absorb; water, increasing internal pressures that eventually crack the cement
paste. The reaction is con,rolled by selecting aggregates with low expansion potential and using
cement with low alkali con:ent. Most of the coarse aggregate used for Matilija Dam was derived
from the San Gabriel River which contains a non-reactive aggregate. However, fine aggregates for
the dam were obtained fi om the Santa Clara River near Saticoy which has more reactive
aggregates.

Bechtel (1965) conducted a limited analysis of the stabiliry of the dam foundation and abuunents by
examining the site geology, construction records, and dam movement data from previous surveys.
Their investigations indicate d that the qualiry of the entire foundation is poor, and that movement of
the left abutment may indicate stability problems. In general, the dam had shown upstream
movement since its initial filling, particularly along the left abutrnent. The Bechtel (1965) analysis
was preliminary, and they recommended installation of suain gauges on the dam to measure
movement under different l,)ading conditions over many years to confirm this conclusion. Bechtel
also noted ttrat the spillwa', of the dam was undersized, and that the base of the dam could be
susceptible to erosion from he maximum probable flood in its current condition.

Because there is no feasible way to repair the concrete damaged by the alkali-aggregate reactions,
or retard the process, Bechtel (1965) recommended continued concrete testing and dam movement
monitoring, then impleme:rtation of one of the following options depending upon the final
assessment of abutment stability:

1. Remove and replace onJy those seriously deteriorated concrete cells in the upper lift if the rate
of concrete deterioratior is found to be very slow and the abutments are sound.

2. Lower the crest of ttre srillway in the center of the dam from 1,125 to 1,100 feet, then place a
new cap on the rim for a final elevation of 1,105 feet. This would remove most of the badly
deteriorated concrete, r:lieve stress on the abutments, and reduce maximum water loadings.
This alternative should lre considered if the dam and the abutments are judged to be sound after
further tests.

3. Remove the dam if the rvhole mass of the concrete should developed an unexpectedly rapid rate
of deterioration, or if th: abutments are found to be critically unstable.

In March 1965, DSOD dir:cted VCFCD to take immediate steps to further assess the problems
with the dam and to consid,:r actions necessary to reduce the uncertainty about the risk to life and
property. VCFCD and CMWD decided to remove the top 30 feet of the center of the dam, which
reduced the capacity of the : 'eservoir from 7,000 to 3 , 800 acre-feet. It was decided that removal of
only a portion of the top 30 feet (i.e., about 280 linear feet in the center of the dam) would provide
necessary spillway capacity The work involved removing the original spillway, consisting of six
concrete cells in the center r f the dam that had spillway elevations of 1,L25 feet. Essentially, a 280-
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foot long notch with a spillway elevation of 1,095 feet was created, with a wooden footbridge over
the notch. This work was performed in late 1965. In addition, a new system of yield measuring
devices was installed and a program of surveillance was initiated. Finally, a new 36-inch diameter
valve was installed on the existing 36-inch diameter outlet pipe,
In 1967, following the dam modifications, Bechtel conducted various tests were conducted to
measure the movement of ttre dam under varying loads. The water level in the reservoir was raised
and lowered in control stages over a rwo-year period to observed its effect on abutment movement.
The measured deformations were extremely small and were not caused by stresses in the dam. The
results from these more rigorous tests indicated that the abutment rock was considered adequately
stable. Structural analysis assuming adverse temperatures, seismic, and silt loading conditions
indicated that dam stresses would be within the capacity of the dam concrete.

In 1967, Bechtel also conducted additional concrete tests on the dam which indicated continued
rapid deterioration in the remaining portions of the dam above elevation 1,095 feet. However, this
deterioration presented no hazard to the structural integrily of the dam. Careful examination of the
concrete below elevation i,095 feet showed no evidence of concrete cracking, expansion, or
deterioration.

Bechtel (1967) recommended continued monitoring of the dam by: (l) biweekly monitoring
abutment movement though the use of meters or other devices; (2) measurements of survey plates
on the face of the dam to detect upstream movement of the dam, on a t - 3 month interval; (3)
periodic visual inspections of the dam conditions; and (4) testing of concrete every five years.
Based on the Bechtel (1967) studies, the dam, in its modified condition, was determined to be
sound by DSOD. The monitoring program recommended by Bechtel (1967) was subsequenr
implemented.

In January 1969, the maximum storn of record occurred in the Venhrra River system and a second
storrn of similar magnitude followed in February. Runoff filled the reservoir, causing the dam to
spill a total of 27 days during the 1968-69 water year. The storms deposited over 1,000 acre-feet
of debris in the reservoir during the 1969 storm and further reduced the storage capacity to 2,473
acre-feet. Significant sediments were also deposited in the reservoir after the 1985 Wheeler fire.

ln 1967 and 1970, VCFCD modified the intake structures of the 48-inch diameter sluice gate and
the 36-inch diameter outlet gate, respectively, to raise the effective level of the intake structure
above the elevation of the siltation.

In 1972, the International Engineering Company, Inc. (IECO) conducted a structural stability study
of the dam. They found continued chemical expansion from the alkali-aggregate reaction on either
side of the new spillway, above elevation 1,095 feet. The footbridge spanning the notch was
determined to be unstable under earthquake conditions. IECO recommended expanded testing of
the concrete, additional movement monitoring, and removal of the footbridge. Based on these
recommendations, VCFCD conducted a study in 1975 on possible modifications to Matilija Dam.
Based on this study, the following modifications were completed: (1) the footbridge was removed;
(2) the 48-inch diameter sluice gate in the center of the dam was abandoned due to siltation; (3) the
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4Z-inch diameter Howell-Bunger regulating valve at the sluice gate was relocated to the 36-inch
diameter outlet.

1.4 Current Studies and Coordination with DSOD

DSOD has broad authority under the California Water Code over dams and reservoirs. For dams
and reservoirs of a certain height and capacity, construction, modification, maintenance, operation,
and removal are subject to DSOD approval. The agency has authoriry to inspect all dams and
reservoits, and to require all necessary actions by responsible parties to correct conditions that
constitute a danger to life or property, to DSOD's satisfaction. DSOD requires all dam owners to
keep operations and maintenance records, and to alert DSOD of any unusual or alarming conditions
or circumstances. The agency regularly inspects all dams to determine their safety, and may
require owners to conduct additional inspections and studies to further determine safety conditions.

The past modifications of Matilija Dam described above were conducted with the approval of
DSOD. The agency conducts inspections of the dam every year or so, involving a physical
examination of the dam and associated facilities, with an emphasis on monitoring the conditions of
concrete on the face of the dam, such as the extent, depth, and width of cracking. If unusual
conditions were noted, DSOD has requested additional information from VCFCD. All annual
inspections by DSOD engineers are documented and filed. The last inspection occur in August
1996 at which time DSOD requested that VCFCD obtain concrete samples for testing in order to
compare the condition of the concrete since the last concrete testing, which occurred in 1979.
DSOD is currently reviewing the results of these tests. In early 1997, DSOD also requested that
VCFCD conduct a engineering structural evaluation of the dam. Results of this analysis are
expected in 1998. At this time, the dam is cerrified as safe by DSOD.

VCFCD conducts annual surveys of the dam to detect movement. These results are submitted to
DSOD annually. VCFCD also conducts weekly inspections of the dam to detect any adverse
conditions.

2.0 APPROACHES TO DAM REMOVAL

2.1 Methods for Dam Removal

Decommissioning a dam becomes an issue as dams age, and in some cases, because of
environmental or economic considerations. For example, when projects become uneconomic to
operate, decommissioning may. be a viable option. In other cases, there may be a regulatory
requirement to partially or completely remove a dam due to safety reasons. For example, the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) declared a policy in 1994 that FERC can require
decommissioning of a dam when a hydroelectric project is considered for relicensing.

Determining the feasibiliry of decommissioning is a complex process because it usually involves re-
establishing the natural fluvial processes along a river where sediments have been impounded for
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many decades. In general, the issue of sediment removal and management is the single-most
important consideration for dam removal. For example, the cost of sediment management for the
proposed decommissioning of the Elwha River dams in Washington represents abour 48 % of the
total costs, while the remainder of the costs are divided between environmental engineering (ZZ%)
and removal of strucnrres (30%). In this section, the overall approach to dam decommissioning is
discussed, as well as factors affecting the decision to remove a dam and the speeific methods.
Information for this section was derived primarily from Morris and Fan (1997) and ASCE (1997).

There are three major alternative methods for decommissioning a dam - leave the dam in place,
partially remove the dam, or completely remove the dam. Dam removal can occur over a short or
long period of time. The first approach is appropriate if the structure is sound and removal of the
sediments would be cost prohibitive or would result in unacceptable environmental impacts. Partial
removal of a dam would entail lowering or notching the crest, while leaving the base of the dam or
abutments. The remaining structures would continue to have a hydraulic effect on the river,
including retarding peak discharges and retaining upstream sediments. Complete removal is
appropriate when the strucnre is unstable and cannot be repaired in place, or when there is a need
to remove the sediment to reestablish natural river processes.

The approach to sediment removal and management will usually dictate what dam removal method
will be selected. The four basic sediment management options are as follows (Morris and. Fan,
t997):

l. Leave the sediments in place

2. Allow natural erosion to remove some or all of the sediments

3. Construct a channel through the deposits and stabilize off-channel deposits and

maintained them in place

4. Remove all sediments by mechanical excavation or hydraulic dredging

The selection of an option will depend on factors such as cost; potential for downstream flooding
due to sediment release; and impacts to downstream facilities, water quality, and aquatic habitat.
Often, a combination of these methods may be used. A brief summary of options 2 through 3 is
presented below.

Natural Erosion

This method is similar to the flushing technique used to periodically clean reservoirs of sediments.
It has a low cost, but may result in severe environmental impacts downstream. Eroded fines can
adversely affect fish and aquatic species, while coarse sediments can infill downstream channels
and cause flooding. Sediment release can be controlled by removing the dam in stages to allow
sediments to be eroded and discharged downstream in an incremental manner in order to minimize
downstream impacts.

Natural erosion may not remove all sediments from a wide reservoir, but is effective in a narrow or
gorge-type reservoir. Lowering the water level in the reservoir will create a channel-floodplain
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configuration in the area of sediment deposition. Revegetation of the sediment deposits on the
floodplain will stabilize these deposits and allow them to remain in place.

The rate of dam lowering and sediment release will be determined by rate of inflow, erodibility of
materials, and restrictions on downstream sedimentation to avoid impacts to aquatic systems and
flood hazards. The amount and characteristics of the sediments will also vary with depth, and
thereby affect the rate of each stage. In order to manage the erosion process, hydraulic modeling
of the river system and reservoir is needed prior to the work.

Channeline and Stabilization

Sediment management by channeling and stabilization may be the last phase of a staged dam
removal. The objective is to leave a significant amount of sediment in the reservoir, allowing the
river to pass through a stabilized channel that will not erode the deposits. The procedure begins
with draining the reservoir and removing the dam, followed by excavation of a channel through the
sediment deposits. The design of the channel is critical for this method. The channel configuration
must be stable or evolve into a stable configuration over time. The objective is to create a natural
river configuration through the deposits using channel widths and slopes to produce a stable
configuration rather using costly bank protection. However, it will be necessary to establish
riparian vegetation on the floodplain to stabilize the deposits

Complete Removal of Sediments

Complete sediment removal can be accomplished by dry land excavation or hydraulic dredging.
The former method will require dewatering the sediments to allow access and handling, and the use
of conventional earthmoving equipment. The latter method involves the use of clamshells,
draglines, or a hydraulic dredge. Dredged materials will need to be dewatered.

2.2 Factors Affecting Feasibility of Dam Removal

There are several key factors that will affect the decision to remove a dam, as noted below:

Water and Sediment Ouality - Sediments in a reservoir may contain contaminants such as

pesticides, mine wastes, and nutrients depending upon upstream land uses. Erosion of
sediments from a reservoir may release these contaminants and adversely affect public health or
aquatic systems, Erosion of fine grained sediments will adversely affect downstream aquatic
species and habitats by increasing water turbidity, covering spawning grav.els, and altering
water temperatures.

Fluvial Morpholoey - Dam removal affects the morphology of the fluvial system upstream and

downstream of the reservoir. Sediments are deposited in streambeds upstream of a reservoir;
hence, removal of the dam and sediments will cause upstream streambed degradation. Impacts
below the dam can be substantial if a significant amount of sediment is released to the river
system. Fine grained sediments are generally rapidly flushed through the system and the

a

a
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irnpacts are short-term. However, coarse-grained sediments move ttrough the river a slower
rate in a "sediment wave," often taking years to reach the ocean. The slow downstream
migration of a sediment wave can cause flooding by raising the channel bed, causing extreme
meanders or blocking tributaries.

Reeulatory and Legal Factors - The adverse downstream impacts of dam and sediment removal
could preclude dam removal because such impacts may not be considered acceptable or in
compliance with applicable local ordinances, state laws and codes, and federal laws and
regulations. Dam and sediment removal in California would require permits from the Corps of
Engineers, California Department of Fish and Game, and Regional Water Quality Control
Board, and others. Laws and regulations protecting wetlands and water quality (e.g.,
Endangered Species Act, Clean Water Act, Porter-Cologne Act) may prohibit dam removal, or
greatly restrict the rate and amount of sediment removal due to environmental considerations.
In addition, downstream property owners would need assurances that there would be no loss of
properfy, obstruction of drainage, or impairment of water rights from dam removal. Finally,
flood control and transportation agencies may prohibit sediment removal by downstream
erosion if eroded sediments would increase flooding and threaten bridges and floodplain
development.

3.0 EXAMPLES OF DAM OR SEDTMENT REMOVAL PROJECTS

3.1 lntroduction

There are over 75,000 dams in the United States, most of which are privately owned (58%). Only a

small percentage are federally owned (3%) or locally owned (17%). The primary uses of
impoundedwaterarerecreation(35%), farmponds (17%), floodcontrol(15%), andwatersupply
(10%). The oldest dams date to the late 1800s, although most of the existing dams in the United
States were built in the 1950s through the 1970s. In the past few years, there has been a marked
increase in dam decommissioning studies and projects to address aging dams and reservoirs, as well
as to restore fisheries or to avoid ongoing costly maintenance expenses. For example, in 1996 the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) approved the removal of Edwards Dam in Maine
and Stonach Dam in Michigan. In 1997, the Clyde Dam in Vermont was removed by FERC and
work began on the removal of the Mounds Dam in Wisconsin. The 1992 Elwha River Ecosystem
and Fisheries Restoration Act authorized the removal of the Elwha and Glines Canyon dams in
Washington.

Ten case studies of dam decommissioning are summarized in American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE 1997). The dams were located throughout the United States, ranged from 12 to 108 feet in
height, and involved both earthen and concrete dams. Reasons for the dam removal included dam
safely, economics, sediments, and fisheries. Both partial and complete dam removal were involved
in these case studies. The methods to remove sediment included both dry excavation, erosion of
sediment, and stabilization of sediments.
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As the decommissioning and removal of dams becomes more frequent with time, there witl be more
and more examples of different methods to remove, in whole or in part, dams and sediments in a
cost effective and environmentally sound manner. At this time, there are very few examples of dam
removal that are "models" for addressing the issue at Matilija Dam. Most dam removal projects in
the United States to date have involved much smaller dams along rivers with perennial flows.
However, three examples are provided below to demonstrate the project-specific factors that must
be considered when selecting a dam and sediment removal approach.

3.2 Rindge Dam

Overview

Rindge Dam was constructed in 1926 along Malibu Creek, about 2.5 miles from the ocean. It was
built to store water for irrigation. Its original capacity was 574 acre-feet. Significant siltation
occurred after its construction such that the reservoir was completely filled with sediment by the
mid-1950s. The dam was declared non-jurisdictional by the Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD) in
1967. The dam is a concrete arch structure about 100 feet high, with an arc length of 175 feet at
the crest. The thickness of the dam is two feet at its crest and 12 feet at the base. A gated spillway
was installed in a rock outcrop adjacent to the right abutment. Estimates of the sediment behind
the reservoir range from 800,000 to 1,600,000 cubic yards (Reclamation 1995).

In 1994, the California Departrnent of Fish and Game (CDFG) retained the Bureau of Reclamation
(Reclamation) to conduct an appraisal level technical evaluation of the removal of Rindge Dam to
allow passage of steelhead trout upstream to historic spawning grounds. Three methods of dam and
sediment removal were addressed. Each of these alternative methods are summarized below from
Reclamation (1995).

Sediment Characteristics and Uses

Geotechnical testing by Law-Crandall (1993) indicated that the sediment is composed of the
following materials, in deceasing order: sand and gravel (42%), silty sand (34 %), silts and clays
(16%), and cobbles and boulders (S%). Sediments are more fine grained with depth and nearer to
the dam. The transmissivity of the sediments decreases substantially with depth, such that
dewatering the lower sediments from wells or drain outlets in the dam would be very slow and
incomplete. There are localized high concentrations of organic material due to vegetation washing
down the canyon during stonns. Groundwater is within l0 feet of the ground surface. No
contaminants are present in the sediments above applicable threshold limit concentrations.

Use of the sediments would require sorting into different size classes and removal of organic
material Possible uses of the finer grained sediments include fill soils and liner or cover for
landfills. Oversized rock and boulders could be salvaged for commercial landscaping, road
construction, and channel improvements. Coarse grained materials would be suitable for beach
sand replenishment. Lab tests on the sediment indicate that it is a poor qualiry aggregate that would
not be economically viable as a corrlmercial aggregate product.
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Alternative 1: Mechanical Removal of Dam and Sediments

A temporary cofferdam would be installed to prevent streamflows into the work area and a pipeline
would be installed to convey diverted flows around the construction site to the spillway. The dam
would be removed by blasting l0-foot high lifts that would fall back into a trench on the upstream
face of the dam. Self-loading scrapers and bulldozers would collect and convey sediments to a

conveyer belt, which in hlrn, would dump into haul trucks. Sediments would be conveyed by
trucks on public roads to a designated disposal site, which may include nearby beaches or landfills.
Most of the excavation would occur under dry conditions following dewatering procedures.
However, even after dewatering, the fine grained materials will retain considerable water that
would adversely affect equipment usage. Hence, special excavation equipment such as a dragline
would likely be necessary, as well as mud mats for equipment movement.

Dewatering would be accomplished by a combination of wells and drain holes drilled in the dam.
The creek would need to be diverted around the sediments during dewatering to prevent recharge.
The slopes surround the dam and reservoir are very steep. Construction of the reservoir has raised
groundwater levels in these slopes and the sediments have buttressed the adjacent slopes. Removal
of the sediments and dewatering may adversely affect the stabiliry of these slopes if this process is

too rapid, causing a bpild up of hydrostatic pressure in the canyon walls.

The total cost of this alternative is estimated at $17.5 million based on a 8-mile-long haul route to
Calabasas Landfill and a two-year construction period.

Alternative 2: Eneineered Landfill in Canyon

Under this alternative, sediments would be mechanically removed and transported downstream to
an engineered fill slope in Malibu Canyon. Excavation and dewatering would be the same as for
Alternative 1, but the sediments would be transported to the fill site by conveyor belt. At the fill
site, sediments would be spread and compacted with 2:1 side slopes and rock armoring. Two fill
slope locations have been identified, 0.75 and 1.25 miles downstream. The costs of this alternative
were estimated at $12.8 million. This alternative would be completed in one year due to longer
work hours because there would be no trucks on public roads.

Alternative 3: Removal of Sediment by Stream Erosion

Under this alternative, the dam would be removed in six lifts over a number of years and sediment
behind the dam would erode from natural streamflow. Temporary berms would be constructed with
sediment excavated frorn behind the dam to divert river flows. River flows would be diverted so

that removal of lifts can be accomplished under dry conditions. Once a lift has been removed from
one half of the dam, the river would be diverted to that area to erode the uncontained sediments.
The feasibility of this alternative cannot be determined without a sediment transport modelling
study to determine if eroded sediments would be transported to the ocean, about 2.5 miles
downstream. Estimated costs of this alternative are $4 million. The period of time to accomplish
the sediment removal could range from 8 to 18 years.
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Conclusions

The study concluded that combining alternatives would be most desirable rather than selecting one
single method. For example, marketable sediments could be sold, while undesirable materials
could be disposed in an engineered landfill. Significant environmental impacts are associated with
all three alternatives. Alternatives I and 2 would have significant pollutant emissions from
equipment and haul trucks. Alternative I would also have significant traffic and noise impacts
from haul trucks on public roads. Alternative 3 would have significant impacts on aquatic habitat
downstream due to sedimentation. The study concluded that Alternatives I and. 2 were most
desirable, but relatively expensive. Additional engineering and environmental studies are necessary
to estimate costs and environmental impacts.

Current Status of Study

A Rindge Dam Task Force was established to sponsor sildies on the removal of the dam and
restoration of a steelhead run. The committee is comprised of various local, state, and federal
agencies involved in the larger Malibu Creek Watershed Management Plan. The Task Force
secured the funding for the Reclamation (1995) study from a special congressional appropriation.
The geotechnical study (Law-Crandall, 1993) was funded by the CDFG. A second feasibility level
study will be conducted by the Corps of Engineers in 1998, also funded by a special congressional
appropriation.

3.3 Elwha and Glines Canyon Dams

The Elwha and Glines Canyon dams are located on the Elwha River in the Olympic Peninsula of
Washington. Elwha Dam is a concrete dam about 108 feet in height that impounds about 8,i00
acre-feet. Glines Canyon Dam is also a concrete dam, about 210 feet high with 40,000 acre-feet
capacity. Both dams were built for hydroelectric power over 50 years ago. Fish passage structures
were not installed at either dam. During the FERC relicensing process in the 1980s, significant
controversy arose over the lack of fish passage for anadromous fish. The controversy led to
litigation, and eventually Congress enacted a legislative settlement call the Elwha River Ecosystem
and Fisheries Restoration Act of 1992 which called for restoration of the anadromous fisheries and
riverine ecosystems (among other actions).

In 1994, the Elwha Report was issued by the Department of the Interior that identified dam
removal as the only alternative that would meet the goals of the Act. Draft and final EIS
documents for the dam removal project were issued in 1996. For Elwha Dam, the reservoir will be
drained and the river directed through a newly constructed channel in the bedroek to allow removal
of the concrete under dry conditions. Following removal, the river will be diverted to its historic
location. In contrast, the lake behind Glines Canyon Dam will be lowered 80 feet, and the dam
removed to this new elevation. Then the river will be diverted through progressively deeper
notches in the dam cut by blasting.
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The total cost of the program is $111 million, which include all costs of ecosystem and fisheries
restoration. The cost of dam removal alone is estimated at $33 million. Water qualiry, wildlife,
and flooding mitigation rvould be about $37 million.

There is about 8.5 million cubic yards of course sediments and9.2 million yards of fine sediments
behind the wo dams, for a total of 17.5 million cubic yards. The proposed approachis ro excavare
a new river channel through the existing sediment deposits in the reservoirs, and to store the
excavated sediments on top of the existing sediments in other areas of the reservoirs. Excavation
and sediment stabilization would occur in the dry period. A dragline would be used to excavate the
new channel, while conventional earthmoving equipment would be used to move sediments once
drawdown has occurred. Trucks would haul the sediments to terraces on the floodplain where they
would be revegetated. Most of the fine sediments released during the drawdown are expected to
flushed to the ocean, while coarse sediments will be trapped in pools during the drawdown and
retrieved. Excavation and terracing of sediments will require about three years. It is estimated that
about 5 to 8 million cubic yards of sediments will be flushed downstream. Stabilization of the
sediments on the floodplain will require 5 to 8 years. Full restoration of fisheries is estimated to
require about 20 years.

3.4 San Cabriel River Watershed Sediment Management Project

Los Angeles County Public Works Department owns and operates three dams located along the San

Gabriel River (Cogswell, San Gabriel, and Morris reservoirs) for flood control and water
conservation purposes. These reservoirs have accumulated significant amounts of sediments since
their construction in the 1930s, such that their capacify for storing flood waters has been reduced
and downstream urban areas are subject to increased flooding.

Several sediment management methods were identified to remove sediments from the reservoirs at
the same rate as the inflow of sediments, estimated to be about 787 acre-feet of sediments per year
(or 1.27 million cubic yards per year). Major alternatives included: (l) sluicing sediments from
one reservoir to another by draining a reservoir in the spring or summer, allowing sediments to be
carried out a sluice gate, while mechanically agitating sediments in the reservoir to increase the
amount of sediment removed; (2) dry excavation of sediments in the reservoir in the summer when
water levels are down, then hauled away as commercial aggregate or to an engineered landfill site;
(3) flow assisted sediment transport in which winter slorm flows are passed through the sluice gate

of the upstream reservoir to emulate sediment-laden storm flows and carry sediments downstream;
and (5) hydraulic dredging or dry excavation, then conveyance to disposal site by conveyor system
where the material is processed and hauled away as commercial aggregate. Unit costs for the
various alternatives ranged from $4 to $5 per cubic yard (Engineering Science 1992).

The impacts of the various alternatives were evaluated in a draft and final EIS/EIR (Counry of Los
Angeles and Corps of Engineers 1994). Significant impacts included traffic, noise, and air quality
impacts from haul trucks and earthmoving equipment; increased downstream turbidiry; degradation
of aquatic habitat and fisheries; and loss of riparian habitats.
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4.0 CONSIDERATIONS REGARDINC REMOVAL OF MATILUA DAM

4.1 lntroduction

The partial or complete removal of Matilija Dam for purposes of improving conditions for
steelhead along the Ventura River, or for any other purpose, would ,.prrr.nt a vety ambitious,
expensive, and controversial endeavor. The removal of the dam would require considerable
engineering and planning studies, institutional agreements, construction work, and trade-offs
between short-term environmental impacts and long-term benefits associated with an improved
steelhead population in the watershed. It is likely that many agencies would be involved in order to
secure funding and accomplish the work. In addition, the proposal would require funding from
state or federal agencies would be needed and widespread public support from the Ojai Valley,
state Route 33 communities, and the ventura area in general.

Clearly, removal of the dam would be a daunting effort for local public agencies and the affected
communities. Hence, there must be a clear understanding of the benefits of this proposal, and
assurances that it can be accomplished in a cost-effective and environmentally sound maruler, taking
into account issues of public safety, property rights, and the wise use of public funds.

A preliminary assessment of the feasibility of removing Matilija Dam for the steelhead purposes of
restoring access to upstream habitat for steelhead is presented below. It includes a consideration of
the engineering, hydraulic, environmental, and financial constraints associated with removing the
dam and the impounded sediments. The most feasible approach to dam removal is also described,
based on available information and reasonable assumptions. Finally, a process is described below
to more fully consider the proposal to remove the dam and to formally evaluate its feasibility in a
comprehensive and scientific manner.

a.2 Objectives and Benefits of Dam Removal

Removal of Matilija Dam has been proposed by various interested parties as a measure to increase
the steelhead population in the watershed by rerurning those fish to the historic spawning grounds
along Matilija Creek, Upper North Fork of Matilija Creek, and Murrietta Creek, most of which are
located in the National Forest. In order for this proposal to be considered seriously by all agencies
involved, there must be compelling reasons why.it is necessary, and what type of benefits would be
realized by the steelhead population along the Ventura River. For example, the motivation for dam
removal may be to:

Reestablish the historical steelhead distribution as a voluntary environmental enhancement
of the watershed

Increase the number of steelhead atong the Vennrra River to sufficient numbers ro meet
recovery goals for the watershed, or to ensure that recovery goals of the South-Central ESU
are met, thereby making progress towards delisting the species.
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The first reason is primarily due to local desires, while the second reason is driven by regulatory
requirements. These reasons would be given greater weight if there is a clear regulatory
requirement under the ESA, and/or if there is widespread public and agency support over a broad
geographic area. The incentive to remove the dam for steelhead purposes will be directly related to
both regulatory requirements and broad public support.

The proposal to remove Matilija Dam for steelhead purposes must also be accompanied by clear
and compelling scientific analysis and data on the ecological benefits of the action for the species in
the watershed and in the Southern California Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU). The Ventura
River Steelhead Restoration and Recovery Plan indicates that Matilija Creek was a significant
historic spawning tributary in the watershed, but that spawning habitat has been degraded along
much of the mainstem of Matilija Creek since the construction of Matilija Dam. Suitable spawning
and rearing habitat reportedly occurs in the upper mainstem and tributaries to Matilija Creek.
More information on the potential amount and quality of steelhead habitat above Matilija Dam and
the year to year variability of habitat conditions would be needed to support any proposal to remove
the dam. The benefits of opening this tributary to steelhead use would also need to be considered
in light of other improvements in the watershed for steelhead that would be less costly and less
environmentally damaging.

It should also be noted that removal of the dam for steelhead passage would also require prov.iding
a fish ladder and fish screen at Robles Diversion, and ensuring adequate passage from the ocean to
Matilija Creek during years with suitable flows along the mainstem. Chapter 2 of the Steelhead
Restoration and Recovery Plan identified that steelhead probably have access to the upper
watershed in approximately 50 to 65% of the years. Factors that may adversely affect upstream or
downstream passage along the mainstem (described in the Steelhead Restoration and Recovery
Plan) would need to be corrected. In addition, human activities in the Matilija Creek watershed on
both private land and in the National Forest that adversely affect steelhead would need to be
addressed to ensure successful use of Matilija Creek. For example, the impact of residences, human
intrusion, septic systems, pets, invasive weeds and predators, off-road vehicles, and illegal fishing
in the Matilija Creek watershed would need to be removed or minimized. Hence, removal of the
dam for the benefit of steelhead will require an integrated program that considers the whole of the
watershed, and does not focus solely on the dam.

4.3 Constraints on Dam and Sediment Removal

As noted in Section 2.0, there are several methods to partially or completely remove a dam and its
impounded sediments. The major factors affecting the choice of methods for Matilija Dam are

listed below:

Specific requirements for fish passage - If the primary purpose of the dam removal is to allow
fish passage over the dam to allow spawning in the upper tributaries of Matilija Creek, it may
not be necessary to remove the entire dam. Instead, the dam and sediments could be lowered to
a certain height from the channel invert below the dam, then a fish ladder could be installed to
provide passage over the remaining vertical lift. This alternative would require careful

a
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consideration of the effectiveness of fish passage structures (both upstream and downstream
passage), site-specific conditions below the dam to provide for a successful passage srructure,
and the maintenance and operations requirements of such a structure. At this time, there is no
information on the maximum vertical height of a modified Matilija Dam that would allow the
use of a fish passage structure.

r - Construction work area and access requirements - Removal of the dam, and under certain
scenarios, removal of the sediments, would require heavy equipment and haul trucks. Access
to the dam is along a very narrow road that connects to SR 33 at a small intersection without a
left turn lane. The reservoir would be accessed along Matilija Road, which is also very narrow
and unsuitable for heavy trucks. In addition, Matilija Road connects to SR 33 by a steep and
narrow hairpin turn. Finally, there is very little work area around the reservoir for sediment
removal and processing because the reservoir is situated in a steep and narrow canyon. These
conditions may severely limit the dry excavation and hauling of sediments.

Downstream flooding - Eroding the sediments from the reservoir through progressive lowering
of the dam would flush sediments downstream, and possibly cause increased flooding due to a
raised channel bed, obstruction of tributary flows, or creation of in-channel sand bars. The
location and magnitude of this potential effect cannot be predicted without sophisticated
sediment transport modeling shrdies. However, the potential for this impact is high because of
the close proximiry of strucnrres and houses along the river, particularly near the dam, and at
Camino Cielo, Live Oaks Acres, and Casitas Springs.

a

a

a

Downstream diversions - Flushing of sediments from the reservoir would also adversely affect
the operations of Robles Diversion Dam which diverts water in the winter to the Robles-Casitas
Canal for storage in Lake Casitas for water supply purposes. Diversions at Robles can only
occur under certain water level, discharge, and turbidity conditions. The passage and possible
deposition of sediments at Robles could render this facility inoperative for extended periods of
time, and would require continual clearing of sediments from the diversion basin.

Amount of sediments - At this time, there are no estimates of the amount of sediments in
Matilija Reservoir. The reservoir capaciry after the modifications in 1965 was 3,800 acre-feet,
and the remaining capacity in 1997 is estimated at 930 acre-feet. Hence, the reservoir space is
occupied by 2,870 acre-feet of sediments, or about 4.63 million cubic yards (one acre foot
equals 1613 cubic. yards, so 2,870 acre-feet equals 4.63 million cubic yards), not accounting
for voids filled with air or water. Additional sediments have accumulated along Matilija Creek
upstream of the reservoir due to channel aggradation. There are no estimates of this amount,
which could exceed a million cubic yards. For example, if one assumes that there is an average
of four feet of sedirnents along 10,000 linear feet of Matihja Creek upstream of the reservoir,
with an average width of 500 feet, the total sediment amount would be 740,740 cubic yards.
Hence, the amount of sediment to be removed for a total dam decommissioning could exceed 5
or 6 million cubic yards.
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a Nature of sediments - The nature and characteristics of the sediments in the reservoir rvill have
a significant effect on the type of sediment removal method and cost. If rhe sediments have
suitable grain sizes and other properties, they may be marketable as concrete aggregate,
engineering fill, speciality sands and gravels, and decorative boulders. However, if the material
is mostly fine grained with no engineering properties, or if there is significant amounts of
boulders and organic matter, then removal and processing of the sediments- may not be

economically attractive. The sediments at Matilija Reservoir have not been tested for size
classes, or spatial distribution. Hence, this constraint or opportunity is unknown

Opoortuniw for off-site sediment disposal - The potential use of the sediment for beach sand or
for commercial aggregate are unknown due to the lack of information on the sediment
characteristics. However, the remote location of the reservoir may have an overriding
influence on the ability to use the sediments elsewhere. Transport of the sediments to the beach
and to primary aggregate markets would require haul trucks along SR 33, a very narrow road
with high traffic volumes (that include a variety of local residents, cornmuters, and industrial
traffic) and several sinuous curves and dangerous intersections. In addition, there are many
commercial and residential areas located along the highway frontage. Hence, significant haul
truck traffic along SR 33 for extended periods (i.e., potentially years) may be unacceptable
based on traffic safery and volume concerns, as well as noise and air quality concerns by the

community.

Opportunity for near-site sediment disposal - The reservoir is surrounded by steep mountains
with numerous narrow side canyons. There are no large side canyons with flat or low-gradient
hillsides where sediments could be placed in an engineered landfill. The nearest potential
location is about one half mile downstream of the dam, at the base of the hills on the west side

of the river between Camino Cielo and Kennedy Canyon. The amount of sediment that could
be placed on the lower portion of this hill above the river is unknown. The lack of several
potential sediment disposal sites near the reservoir may limit sediment removal options.

Fluvial Characteristics of the Ventura River - The Ventura River has one of the highest
sediment yields in southern California due to its steep gradient and high sediment production
from the mountains, particularly after wildfires. Matilija Reservoir is located in the steeper part
of the watershed where water and sediment are produced. Downstream of the dam, the river
flattens and sediments are temporarily stored, then transferred during large storm events to the

mouth of the river (Dames & Moore 1992). The river channel is considered relatively unstable
due to the steep gradient and bankful discharge, and is characterized as a braided channel below
Matilija Dam. There is a tendency for braided channels to fill with sediment on the rising stage

of a flood, then scour on the receding stage. Hence, channel capacity is reduced at the peak

flood stage. This characteristics would suggest that flushing of sediments downstream must be

carefully controlled to not exacerbate a fluvial system that is naturally prone to sediment-related
flooding.

a

a

a
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4.4 Potential Dam and Sediment Removal Scheme

Based on the above constraints and the information presented in Section 3, the following scheme
may represent the most feasible approach to achieving the objective of providing fish passage over
Matilija Dam:

Progressively lower the dam while creating a meandering channel through the reservoir area
and stabilizing the floodplain on either side of the channel. Then flush sediments downstream
in a highly controlled manner in order to minimize impacts to aquatic habitat, flood hazard
conditions, and diversions at Robles. Lower the dam and channel to the maximum elevation
suitable for installation of a fish passage structure, then stabilize the dam, channel, and
reservoir floodplain. Construction of the channel would require both hydraulic dredging and
dry excavation. Sediments would be sorted and processed on-site, with a small amount
exported for beach sand or commercial uses, while other materials would be used for bank
stabilization or disposed in an upland area purchased for a perTnanent landfill. The entire
process may require decades to accomplish due to the great costs and the need to slowly flush
sediments. The greatest unknowns associated with this scheme are the amount of sediments that
need to be removed, the feasibility of a fish passage stnrcrure at the modified dam and the
ability to stabilize the floodplain in the reservoir. The costs, engineering feasibility, and
environmental and social acceptance of this scheme are unknown.

The presentation of this scheme is not an endorsement of this approach, nor a scientific- or fact-
based determination of the most suitable or feasible method of dam and sediment removal. Instead,
this scheme represents a preliminary approach that appears suitable based on the various known
constraints and the overall objectives of dam removal. Collection of more data and completion of
key engineering and environmental analyses are likety to identify new approaches. The costs of the
above approach cannot be estimated at this time because of the numerous uncertainties; however, it
is likely to require tens of millions of dollars.

4.5 Steps to Further Evaluate Dam and Sediment Removal

If the removal of Matilija Dam is considered further by agencies and parties interested in steelhead
restoration, a series of studies should be implemented in a phased and incremental manner to
determine if dam removal is feasible and acceptable. A series of narrowly focused investigations
should be completed on key issues that could represent fatal flaws. If one of these analysis indicate
that dam removal will not achieve the desired effect, or is infeasible or otherwise unacceptable,
then the proposal should no longer be considered. The recommended investigations are as follows:

More precisely evaluate the amount, location, and qualiry of spawning and rearing habitat
above the dam, and assess the benefits of this habitat for the steelhead population along the
river and in the Southern California ESU

2, Conduct an investigation on the type and height of a fish passage structure for a shorter
Matilija Dam
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3. Conduct field tests of the sediments in Matilija Reservoir, and estimate the amount of

sediment by use of old topographic n:raps

4, Seek outside funding for continued snrdies through state or federal sources, including
Congressional appropriations

5. Investigate the availabiliry of suitable sediment disposal sites near the reservoir, or in
downstream areas

6. Conduct a sediment transport study for the river system to predict conditions suitable for
sediment flushing from Matilija Reservoir; develop topographic maps of the reservoir and
river channel

7. Conduct an engineering feasibility study on dam and sediment removal methods; identify
and rank alternatives; estimate costs; coordinate with permitting agencies

8. Conduct an environmental impact assessment of alternative methods; conduct public
outreach program to elicit opinions and concerns

9. Seek funding from outside sources for implementation
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Southern California steelhead populations have decreased to less than 5% of their historical

size and range and are in immediate danger of extinction (Nehlsen et al- 1991). The Ventura

River once supported runs of severalthousand anadromous steelhead (Clanton and Jarvis

f g+O) but numbers have dwindled to less than a few hundred, at best'

Steelhead are currently being reviewed by the National Marine Fisheries Service for listing

under the Endangeredspecies Act. The USDA Forest Service (1995) is operating under

interim National 'pacFish" direction incorporated into the Forest Land and Resource

nlr"n"g"rent plan 
"r 

p"rt of a Riparian Conservation Strategy (US_FS 1994). Los Padres

National Forest is inifie process of establishing "Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas" (special

management zones), api:tying new standards io proiects and ongoing activities, and managing

iffi;i;pecitied naoitit o-npitiues so as to lead to steelhead recovery. watershed analyses

are requiied in order to determine the most etfective approach to managing for steelhead.

restoration. A coalition of various agencies have also initiated a Ventura River Steelhead

Restoration and necovery plan with the goal of identifying and befter coordinating actions

which will restore steeme'ao while mainta-ining opportunities for ongoing and new public and

priu"t" human activities. This report discusses results of a watershed analysis conducted with

[n. pri*"w goals of meeting pacFish direction and providing timely information and

recommenditions for the multi-agency Steelhead recovery planning effort.

II. THE SETTING

The Ventura River basin is situated along the southern California coastline less than 60 miles

to the north of the Los Angeles metropotitan area (Figure 1). The city of Ventura is located

near the Ventura River mouth and estuary'

The ventura River basin encompasses a total of 577 km? (142,000. acles) and is composed

iougnry of hatf Forest Service tands Qa+ \mz)and.half 
private lands. !1vate inholdings

compose tess than Toh otthe area *itftin the Forest boundaries. Over 95 km2 $7%\ are

o"iib""t"d as Wilderness encompassing 89 miles 9i stlelT: Sqq" 30. miles of the upper

Main Fork Matilija and it's tributaries are-designated as "Wild and Scenic Rivers". (Figure 2)

The mainstem of the Ventura River spans 31 miles from headwaters (upper Main Fork Matiliia

cr".fiinrugh tnl Main Fork Matiliia and the Ventura River proper. Major subrratersheds

with substantiat poreJt Service lands include in descending order of.area: North Fork Matiliia,

Coyote, San Antonio, Upper North Fork, Gridley, Fall, and Murietta (Figure 3)'

North Fork Matilija creek runs parallel to Highway 33 through wheeler.Gorge in the lower

reaches. Human use recreational and residlntial use is intense through this section. The

,jp., reaches ars less impacted, with denser stream shading and habitat diversity. Coyote

Creek flows through a upper narrow bedrock and boulder lined cascade section, a mid lower

grrdi"ni"rea of *inotnro* alder, and a lower moderate gradient and open reach before

I. INTRODUCTION
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entering Casitas Reservoir. Only the headwaters of San Antonio Creek are on Forest Seruice

lands. 
-Gridley 

creek flows through upper steep boulder cascade canyon reaches before

entering private orchard lands and tto*ing into San Antonio Creek. Murietta Creek tlows

tnrougf dense alder thickets in the uppeireaches, picks up flow from a side tributary in a more

op.n"riOOle section that has been impacted by past road related landslides, and may go

subsurface in the lower less vegetated moderate gradient section before joining the mainstem

Matilija creek. upper North roir uatitija headwaters are boulder/bedrock cascades and step

poJrswitn good shading within a narrow canyon. The middle section is a more open lower

gradient anl wider sect'ron of shallow pools and riffles. Lower sections are steeper

boulder/bedrock step runs and pools within a narrow canyon. The mainstem Matilija flows

through upper steep narrow canyons into a middle section of moderate gradient bedrock

Oomiiated'pool and riffle sequences. The lower sections of the mainstem are low gradient'

wide, open, and shallow from the confluence of the Upper North Fork to Matilija Reservoir,

III. HISTORICAL CONDITIONS

prehistoric conditions are difficult to determine. Analysis of sediment core samples from the

Santa Barbara channel indicate that prior to 1500 C.E. Fire occurred less frequently but in

greater intensity and to a wider extent than in the last century. Fire has. likely always been a

iiiioitor*ative factor of the watershed. Local geology also suggests that the landscape has

undergone intense periods of uplift, channel incision, and landslides.

Historically, steelhe ad (Oncorhynchus mykisll were a common inhabitant of California coastal

streams as far south ai gajaJhe Ventura River supported a substantial steelhead run of at

least 2,000 to 3,000 spawning fish (clanton and Jarvis 1946). Historical accounts do not

differentiate between steelheid and rainbow trout creating difficulty in determining the extent

ind magnitude of early anadromous runs. Newspaper articles of the late 1800's repeatedly

mentionihe large ang'ler catches from through out much of the length of the mainstem Ventura

niu"r (Appendii A). Ftows were apparently adequate to support both. resident and

anadromous 1sh through out fnosi mainstem reaches except during drought years. Sections

of the mid to upper nllatitiia Creek are thought to have been the Pli.ma-ry spawning habitat

representing over half ofihe historically used habitat (Moore 1980). Approximately half of the

river basin perennial and seasonalflowing streams may have once supported anadromous

steelhead (Figure 4).

Other fish species native to the Santa Clara basin included Pacific lampreys, Santa Ana

suckers (Citostomus santaanae\, arroyo chub (Gila orcufff , and three-spine

stickleback(Gaasterosteus aculeatus aculeafus). Pacific lamprey (Lampetra tridentata\, were

usually found in association with steelhead. Adult lampreys migrated upstream at the same

iime p"eriod and utilized the same spawning riffles as steelhead. Unlike steelhead' however,

lamprey only spawn once and die in large numbers at the spawning grounds. Such die-offs

must hive been a seasonally significant food source for scavenging wildlife (including the

grizzly bears that were once common in the area) and a important nutrient input to small

tributary streams.
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Santa Ana suckers and Santa Ana speckled dace, Rhinichthys osculus,-historically inhabited

tn. 619.r coastal streams throughout southern California (Swift et al. 1993). lt is not clear that

suckers and dace were native to tne Ventura River basin, although they were inhabitants of the

nearby Santa Glara River.

Arroyo chub, Gila orcutti,were historically endemic to.the Los Angeles River basin (Swift et al'

rggdl and may nave been a early introduction throughout much of southern California. lf

piesent, chubi may nava been a significant food source for migrating or held-over adult

steelhead.

Three-Spine sticklebaCk, GaSferosteus aculeafus, were native to many of the streams of

southern Catitornia-(switt et al. lggg). The unarmored three-spine stickleback was the native

form in the nearby d"nt" Clara Rivei. The partially armored variety was native further north.

lntercrossed forms may have inhabited the Ventura River.

Several species of sculpin (staghorn sculpin Leptocottus armafits, prickty sculpin Cottus aspel

inoiio"* ater gooy-Eicyciogioius newbenyl) coexisted with steelhead and were native to the

Ventura River ragjdianl 
".iu"ry. 

Sculpin may also have inhabited the mainstem but were not

likely to have extended far into tne uppdr basiri and tributaries. Neither of these species

interacted with steelhead to any greatdegree, except possibly as a food source for migrating

adults.

chumash tndians have inhabited the Ventura River basin for over 4,000 years. The chu.mash

likely had minim"ri*p".ion the landscape and resources. several large villages were located

in the lower 
"o""t"i 

frrtion of the watershed. The primary use of the upper watershed was in

oirp"rr"o huntinJaid fishing camps. Prior to the late 1700s chumash were known to burn

,"ti" scrub ano drasslands but noi.chaparral. lt is thought that sorne of the prescribed fires

would nave escJpeo-initCn"parral however, perhaps altering vegetation patterns and fire

intensities or intervals'

Grazing and vineyards were the most noticeable alterations associated with the Spanish

missions in the riooi *o the spanish rancheros in the early 1800s. vineyards and.intensive

farming rapidly rpr"Jo through out the Slower Ventura River Valley. During this period'

grazing may navE-oeJn.neai within portions of the..watershed reducing grassland fuel loads.

with the decline in the chumash population, prescribed burning was no longer practiced.

Historical u..orni. oi17g3 descrine cnaparril stands as continuous, heavy, and decadent' lt

is not clear how fire patterns were affected during this period.

Homesteading began in earnest in the late 1800s, as did small hard rock mining operations

and oil explorationl Grazing may have declined around the turn of the century and could have

been a contributing d.tor t5 tueti build up and later maior fires. During this period, ranches

and small corrui1ps began to divert surface flows from the mainstem Ventura River. As the

number and volume of these diversions increased, impacts on steelhead increased by

reducing available instream water and habitat and by ine nign mortality of young fish diverted

into unscreened water conveyance systems. some of tne structures associated with these
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diversions also may have at least partially blocked upstream steelhead migrations. Thetoster
park Diversion in the lower mainstem Ventura River was completed in 1906. (Appendix B)

As populations increased, so did numerous non-native species. Clrp lQVOrinus-carpio\ 
were

introduced to localfarm ponds and irrigation ditches in the late 1800s (Ventura Free Press,

January 1g, 1gg3). arook trout (Salveinus fontinalrs) were brought in from the eastern United

States 
'by 

railroad and transported on horseback into many locations within the area (Ventura

Free press, January 4, 1g82). Brook trout introductions may not |?u. been successftil, as

there is no mention of brook irout being caught around the turn of the century. Brown trout

were also introduced in the 1g30's. goln Urook and brown trout likely did not do well in this

area since they are fall spawners that require cooler water temperatures, cleaner gravels, and

more constant water flows. Experimental stocking of Atlantic salmon (Ventura Free Press,

February 23, 1g7g) and ',Lake Tahoe trout" (=kokanee salmon?) may also have taken place

(Ventura Star press, lugust 1 , 1887), perhaps explaining the reports oJ what locals called "dog

ialmon,, (Henke rbdst. 
-Stort 

ing of non-native rainbow trout (usually domesticated varieties of

more northerly and inierior fish) oegan in the 1890s (Ventura Free Press, September 15, 1893)

diluting native genes and the long term viability of native steelhead stocks. Stocking of non-

native trout reached a peak arounO tne tum of the century. ln spite of.continued stocking

efforts well into the 1g60's, angler catch rates and observed fish densities seemed to decline.

Steelhead transplants were also from those "rescued" from above newly built reservoirs both

within and outside the Ventura River basin. Thousands of steelhead from the nearby Santa
ynez River were stocked into Matilija and Santa Ana Creeks between 1938 and 1944 (Titus et

al 1994).

Beaver were introduced to the region sometime after 1917. lt is not clear to what extent

beaver may have inhabited and influenced the Ventura River. lf beaver were present they may

have altered habitat by removal of trees, widening of channels, and increasing of summer

water temperatures. Beaver dams likely did not block upstream steelhead migrations as the

dams would regularly washed out during winter storms. Regionally, beaver declined in the

1950s due to trapping and flooding.

As more people moved into the area and population! grew over utilization of the resource

became i proOt"r. Steelhead were likely taken as bycatch in commercial seining operations

within the ocean and lagoon (Ventura Free Press 1876). Recreational and subsistence fishing

also had a noticeabte iripact. Local newspapers bragged about the taking of hundreds of
,,trout,' in a couple hours of fishing (Ventura Free Press, February 9, 1878). Matiliia and other

easily accessible drainages were the first to suffer the consequences of severe overfishing.

Fire suppression activities began in earnest as early as the 1920s. Thereafter, the first

documented major fire occurred in 1932. The Matiliia fire of 1983 burned 3,900 acres within

the watershed and was noted as resutting in accelerated erosion that continued for at least a

decade (usFs files). woody debris washed downstream causing log jams that ternporarily

trapped sediment onty to Oreat< loose and cause severe downcutting and lateral stream bank

erosion with each suicessive storm. Fires altered riparian vegetation, often from mid or late

seral alder and cottonwood to early seral alder or willow thickets. (Appendix B)
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lnadequate flows appeared to be a noticeable problem in the 1940s. lncreasing agricultural

and municipalwater'demands expanded water diversions. Many water diversion structures

were poteniialy impediments to upstream and downstream steelhead movements. Most water

diversions were unscreened causing the loss of countless steelhead juveniles and smolts.

From what few accounts that are available, steelhead appeargd to begin.their most precipitous

;;;ti;;ilin" i"i"1-$ios.-ine Matitiia Dam compteted in'1e48, and Robles Diversion Dam and

Casitas Dam compfeieO in 1gs8, effectively cut-off steelhead access to over 50% of their

historical spawnini-h;bit"t. These dams a[so captured much of the supply of sand and gravels

and began 
" 

pro.dsr which has drastically altered downstream channels and floodplains.

Road building, maintenance, and use, has also had an effect on steelhead and stream

corridors. Miny of the present day access roads were built around the turn of the century.

Higr,way gg tlvliricop" iiign*"y;was constructed in the 1930's. As continues to date, lengthy

nidnwav seciions rrn parittel and impinge upon the North Fork River corridor greatly

intjr"nding riparian habitat, the floodplain, channel morphology, and water quality'

Comparisons of historical photos to present day conditions does not indicate a fundamental

cnange in cr,anneimorpndtogy although bedload and riparian vegetation has changed over

tir" lnppendix ci. rvranv ot-ft're histoical photos were taken after humans had already altered

in"ldnoi."pr. otn"r pnotos were taken shortly following a fire or flood and serve to illustrate

that the only consi"nt ir change. Stream channels successively fill and scour, large boulders

move downstream, logs are piesent either as massive debris iams or small clusters left on the

floodplain, and ripariai vegeiation fluctuates from dense and continuous to sparse and

discontinuous.

IV. CURRENT CONDITIONS

Steelhead and Rainbow Trout

The Ventura River anadromous steelhead population continues to be severely depressed..

wnie it ii tit ety that steelhead pass upstreim without.detection, it is certain that their numbers

are low and well oetow the 20ofish threshold associated with a high risk of extinction (Franklin

ig-gol There nave oeen no confirmed reports of anadromous adult steelhead in the Ventura

Rivei since 1g93 and only a lew scattered reports since the 1960s (Appendix A).

Southern steelhead and rainbow trout are of the same species and potentially intermixing

6;rhtda. As has been observed in other steelhead populations (Shapovalov and Taft

1954) resident pofuutions may coexist and geographically overlapwith.the anadromous form'

steelhead ano raiinow trout eggs, fry, and luvenltes can not easily be ditferentiated. They can

conclusivety oe ioentified as "iieehead" when they go through the smoltification process

*nirn pr"pir", tn"iiiyJt"r for salt water and givesihem the characteristic sleek silvery

appearance. smoltiti-."tion probably occurs wnin fish achieve a length of 15 cm within the first
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or second year (Moore 1gB0). Smolts move downstream with receding storm flows in April

through June (Shapovalov and Taft 1954).

Southern steelhead have adapted to their unpredictable climate by retaining the flexibility to

remain landlocked through many years or generations before returning to the ocean when

conditions allow (Titus et-al. 1gg+i. Such tiaits and behaviors appear to be inherited and there

could very well oe Jiterences in tire extent of anadromy between different river basins and

even within a single drainage (Waples 1991). Research into the movements of inland irout

has also shown tnjt oiffere-nt doprjtations have vastly differing degrees of mobility ranging.from

a few feet to so mites *itnin 
" 

year (Schmal and Young 1994). Both anadromous and resident

trout have likely adapted to peiiodic flood extremes and droughts through upstream

movements. Success of restoration may be dependant on retaining the appropriate genetics

for physiology and behaviors adaptive to local situations. Research is needed.

It is not clear to what extent overstocking with non-native rainbow trout may have caused

introgression in the Ventura steelhead. Genetic analysis of what appeared to be resident

rainbow trout from the upper Ventura/Matiliia basin indicated that only 2 out of 31 of the

sampteO fish had clear native ancestry (Nielsen et al. 1997). lt is possible, however, that some

of the more isolated populations mayieiain a greater proportion of native steelhead genes. lt

is not known if the progeny of resident trout will ever be able to smolt and regain the

anadromous life-style oJ their ancestors.

Resident rainbow trout are fairly well dispersed throughout the Ventura River basin, inhabiting

much of the main Fork Matilija ind upper North Fork, North Fork, Murietta, Coyote, Santa Ana,

and Gridley subwatersheds (figure 5). They extend upstream as far as there is good

p.i"nniur *ater (Figure o) ano itteam gradients are not too steep (generally less than 10%)

irigur" 7). ln Orbu6nt years their distribution shrinks, and in high water years their distribution

Jxjinos where failI, bbulder cascades, or man-made baniers do not block their upstream

miiration. Only one instance of fish-less perennial water is known at this time (approximately

1 mile upstream of barrier falls on the Santa Ana drainage). Many of llre highest densities of

juvenile trout are found within seasonally intermittent reaches (upper Main Fork and upper

North Fork for example) (Figure 8), suggesting that a lack of late summer holding water and

periodic floods timit iet6ntion of older tsn uut enough survive to successfully reproduce and re-

populate the area. The apparenfly high iuvenile trout densities may be a function of less

competition and predation irom olderlish and/or an inherent richness of habitat and

productivity. lt is likely not feasible to get steelhead up and over the pultiple natural barriers

and into these areas. And it may not be desirable, since many of these upper reaches may

harbor other sensitive aquatic and riparian species, such as red-legged frogs that do better

without fish competition and predation.

Ventura River waters support moderate ("good" according to Smith 1982) overall trout

densities (0.3-0.6 fish per'm2;, comparing favorably to more northerly small coastal streams

(Bums 1g71; shapovalov and Taft 1954) and of similar densities to other south coast streams

iEntrir 1994; USFS data files). Adult population densities are estimated at 800-1500/mi which

is comparabie to nearlcy Sania Paula Creekc but 25-50% lower than Sespe Creek. Juvenile

densities ranged trom d.ot -3.0 per m2 with the average around 0.09, which is comparable to
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other southcoast resident trout densities but low when compared to known juvenile steelhead

o.nriti"r io.iy^z in the lower and larger Santa Ynez River; Entrix 1994). ln short, Ventura

iiurr fish production is largely what would be expected for resident fish and while resident

pioor.tioi can be an indiiator of potential steelhead production, steelhead productivity could

be higher.

projecting residential trout production out across historically accessible reaches within the

Ventura basin, Forest landi could yield roughly 199,500 juvenile trout on the whole, or'

pot.nii"rrv enough smolts to support an adJtt iteelhead iun of approximately 2,800 (Table 1).

A similar estimate of potential steelhead production (2,100 adult spawners) can be derived

from the quantity and quality of spawning naoitat whlg.h could be made accessible to spawning

steelhead within the Forest-service system lands. These estimates are comparable to the

historical projections of over 2,000 steelhead historically utilizing Matilija Creek (Clanton and

Jarvis 1946).

There is an insufficient sample size to determine age-class size ranges, frequencies, and 
-

growyl r"t"r of upper Ventura River basin salmonids. Of the fish that were measured (n=50)

in June of 19g3, t-tieir sizes ranged from 82 to242 mm and averaged 116 mm. Growth rates

and population age-.r"s". aidnnety similar lo th.o:e encountered on nearby Sespe Creek.

Within in. S"rp"l at least four age classes of resident trout are identifiable: Juvenile trout

,vpir"rrv range'between 5 and g im in their first growing season; First year fish are between 12

dno ta'.r; iwo year olo fish are between 20 and 25 cm; Three year old fish may attain

bngtn. over 2g cm. smolts captured at the Vern Freeman Diversion on the santa clara River

,"ni" o"t*een z6.ino go 
"r 

and may include young-of-year fish. A similar pattem of rapid

giotn and early smoltification was observed inthe lower Ventura River (Moore 1980). High

6ro",tn rates of b.g to 2.8 cm per month were documented.

Other Aquatic Soecies

pacific lamprey (Lampetra tridentata\ share many of the same habitat requirements a9

steelhead anO may siawn and rearwithin similar areas. Lamprey larvae are not easily

detected, nowever, 
"no "nnorgh 

they were not observed in Forest service surveys they may

be there. t-amprey are atso namper6o in their upstream migrations by natural and artificial

barriers, but possibly to a lesser extent than steelhead.

Arroyo chub (Gita orcuftf and three spine stickleback (Gasferosteus aculleatus aculleatus) are

found in abundan." iio-'zo tisn per tbo feet) throughout much of the mainstem MatilUa and the

tower North ro* induie 9). Optimal stickleback habitat includes small pools with constant

flow and tow waiJ vliociti6s (Eiaskin and Bell 1975). Chubs appear to be associated with low

gradient riffles ano runs (usF's 1gg5). Both sp-ecies are known to coexist with steelhead and

resident trout and may serve as a food source for migrating or held-over adult steelhead.

speckled dace (Rhinichthys_o99utus) have not 99"n observed in recent surveys' Dace are

adapted to warm *"tJr it2eoc) and'prefer cobble ritfle habitats. lt is unlikely that trout and

dace would compete toi tlre same food resources since dace are bottom feeders and trout

generalty feed uit in the water column (Moyle 1976)'

Venlrrra WA
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Exotic species that have been observed in the upper Ventura River basin include largemouth

bass (Micropterus silmoides),smallmouth bass'(Mlcropterus dotomieull, and Pacific crayfish

(iioi"^o"ius ctaixtl. Higheii densities of the exotics appear to be found in and downstream

from Matiliia Reservoir lfigur. g). Bass are notorious predators on other fish including trout

and steelhead. crayfisn are scavengers that readily willfeed upon eggs and fry in gravel

,p"*ning beds (Ho6ns et at. 1989; page 198s). Periodic floods likely limit upstream

expansijn of tndse ipecies. Droughtshay limit populations but can also increase the impacts

of exotics on native species as theie is incleased competition for shrinking habitat.

Native species which may impact trout and steelhead include western pond turtles (Plemmys

ia,rmoiaa pattida\ and two siriped garter snakes (Thamnophis hammondifl. Turtles prey

upon tirn but onlyh tne fish are straided, dead, or sluggish. Tw9'sfriped garter snakes. are

highly effective predators, taking juvenile salrnonids of-up to five inches in length (Ghubb

personal observation). Tlreir impacts on localfish populations can be substantial during dry

summers when fish are concentrated in limited habitat.

other native aquatic species that appear not to negatively impact trout or steelhead include

red-legged rrogs-ipaia 
-tiiori\,Caiifornia 

treefrog (Hyta cadaverina), Pacific treefrog (H.

igiii,\N"steri Tbads (Bufo boreasl, and California newt (Taricha torosal. All of these

,p".ai.! 
"rcept 

California newts ouerlap with trout in the use of stream channel types, reaches,

and to some 
"*t"nt, 

instream habitat. bdifornia newts are generally only found in substantial

numbers in perennial stream reaches where trout densities are low to non-existent.

Habitat Quality -- Miorations

Water flow is highly variable. ln a "normal" water year (15-40 inches of rainfall) there are

"o.qr"t" 
peakiro*s to allow steelhead and trout to migrate upstream to their spawning

froui]o, if there are not barriers. usually, several successive winter storms would allow for

iiultiple spawning migrations and assist with the movements of steelhead smolts downstream

to the ocean.

An average of one out of five years is well below normal precipitation (less than 15 inches over

tne vea4-potentiaily severely iiriting steelhead spawning migrations and trapping smolts. Fish

p"si"g" at low to moderate flows iJthought to be provided if depths are over 0.6 feet across

at least 25"/o otthe wetted channel (10% should be contiguous areas >0.6 feet deep) and

velocities are less than 8 feet per second (Thompson 1972).

Low flow barriers become more significant during the dry years, nol only for limiting upstream

spawning steelheid, but also for limiting movements of steelhead iuveniles and wild resident

trout into late summer refugia habitats (lee hter section on summer habitat). Resident trout

have been shown to also undergo seasonal migrations over great distances (>50 miles in

some cases) (Schmal and Young 1994).
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Migrating steelhead can generally navigate upstream against flows up to 6 feet per second

"nl 
e"iover 4-6 foot he'ignts (Evans and Johnston 1972). Deep water (>half of the vertical

jump) is necessary to gain-the ieaping momentum. Resting pools (>6") are necessary in long

sections of high velocitY flows.

During low flows, boulder cascades, bedrock slides, and low gradient riffles may become

, barrie-rs to upstream fish movement. Steelhead may become stranded on their upstream

migration it trowiiapidly decline. The presence of good deep pools is essentiat duringjthis

period as fish may need to wait out the period between storms.

Swimming and jumping abilities are size dependant (Evans and Johnston 1972), so that fewer

but larger-individuais riay be able to reach the upper reach spawning- beds. The spawners

that dJmake the effort would be compensated with less competition for available habitats'

larger and more numerous fry, and healthier progeny'

Low flow barriers are likely found throughout many of the reaches of the upper Ventura Rlver

basin. Surveys were not of sufficient Oetait to describe all low flow barrier locations' The

gieatest numbers of complete barriers were noted within the North Fork and upper mainstem

tjatiliia (Figure gl. M"ny of these barriers are formed by water plunges through boulders

iimm'eO bgiinst bedroctrstreambanks and canyon walls. Some of the barriers are waterfalls

over bedrocr< reogei. Boulder barriers have the potentialfor shifting through natural processes

of floods ano eaiinquakes. There is also opportunity for human intervention to blast open a

channel for fisrrpasLage. The rather immuiable waterfalls, however, are often situated at the

lower end of reaches with numerous boulder barriers, and thus the potentialfor opening up

additional access for steelhead may be limitedt

Artificial barriers to steelhead migrations include Casitas Dam on Coyote Creek, the Robles

Diversion anO nfatifUJO.rn on th-e mainstem Matiliia, and Wheeler Gorge Campground road

crossing on the r.rorin Fork. Removal of these barriers provide opportunities to open up

substantial additional areas (s, 2, 10, and 7 miles respectively) of steelhead habitat. Water

oiuersions on sinta Ana and Gridley Creeks may be barriers for downstream migrating

juvenile trout as they are not screen-ed and remove a large proportion of the base flow.

Habitat Quality -- Soawning

As previously discussed, steelhead, and likely wiH rainbow trout, will move into seasonally

flowing reacnes to ipa*h. They are not limited to only perennialwaters 9ld Tay utilize

intermittent reaches to avoid crowding and potential predators (Canoll 1985; Everest 1973)'

Riffles provide the predominant spaw-ning habitat, although small gravel pockets associated

with pooltails may'also be utilized oy steetnead rainbow trout. Coyote, North Fork, Murietta,

and oldman creeks have the nigheit proportions of ritfle habitat. The mainstem Matiliia creek

appears to have relatively low p6rcentbgds of riffles except in reaches near the confluence of

Old Man Creek.

Not arr riffre habitat is good spawning habitat, however. Good spawning habitat shourd have a

high percenhd;igr;;ers Q2}Yo\,ilo more than 15% fine sediments, and channel
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morphology (width/depth - 15) offering the good oxygen and silt carrying velocities. Given

these parimeters, the most suitable spawning areas would be predicted to be in Coyote, lower

North Fork, and a short section of the Main Fork Matilija (Figures 10 and 11). Siltation in

Murietta may be severe enough to limit spawning success and fry survival, although juvenile

trout densities are moderate to nign within these reaches (Figure 8). The lower sections of the

mainstem Matilija do not offer good stable spawning conditions. Storm tlows gain power as

they sweep down through the ianyon. Eggs and fry of the lower Matiliia are susceptible to

being washed downstrelm, smothereO in silts and sands, or damaged in debris flows. The

most-useful spawning habitat resides in the mid sections of the side forks and tributaries.

Rearino Habitat

Soon after hatching steelhead and trout fry swim up through the gravel.and disperse

downstream into shallow slow water stream margins (Bisson et al. 1981). Low gradient riffles,

runs, and glides provide the primary rearing habitat into the early summer. The quality of

rearing na6itat is largely determined by the continuation of water flow of moderate

tempe-ratures and th-e availability of co-bbte and small woody debris for use as cover from

predators and protection from high water velocities.

The best rearing areas do not completely overlap with the localities of the best spawning

reaches (Figure r2);There is overlap wiinin MurieJta and North Fork drainages but additional

rearing nioitat is to be found within upper North Fork. Rearing habitat appears to be lacking

withinboyote creek. lt would seem tnat tnere is a greater correspondence between observed

iuvenile tiout densities and potential rearing habitaf than with potentialspawning habitat (not a

unexpected result). The similarity between production estimates derived from spawning

habitat availability and actualjuvenile densities (i.e. reflecting limitationg of both actual

spawning and reiring succesi) suggests that spawning and realing habitat suitability are

similar aid neither nibitat factor is the key limitation on salmonid recruitment.

As mentioned above, cover structure such as that provided by woody debris is important as

refuge from predators and high water velocities. tnstream cover is in low abundance through

out much of the upper Ventuia River Basin (Figure 13), a situation common to most southem

California coastal'streams. Woody debris (>8"dbh) densities range from 0 1o220 pieces per

mile with an aueiage of 15. This iompares favorably and may indicate slightly higher woody

debris densities thin nearby Sespe Creek (USFS 1997). Less than 5% ol the surveyed

reaches would retain enougn wood to meet the National "PacFish" standard for at least 120

pieces of ,,large" (tl2") wooOy debris. This standard is being modified to better apply to the

southern Calitornia ecosystem. Smaller sized wood is of importance to rearing iuvenile trout,

although it is still a uncommon element in this region.

Woody debris is found in higher densities within very localized reaches in Coyote, Santa Ana,

North Fork, Upper North Fork, Murietta, and Old Man Creek. These areas are all associated

with mid to laie seral alder stands (Figure 14) which are prone to windthrow particularty after

fires.
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Food Producino Habitats

Good spawning riffles and pool tails are usually also good food production zones. Highest

productivity *oirtO be expected where substrate size is dominated by cobble, however. Woody

debris coniributes nutrients and substrate for primary and secondary production. Less than

1S% fines and moderate sunlight but ample streamside vegetation (canopy 40-607.) would be

idealfor aquatic insect produclion. Based upon limited aquatic invertebrate sampling, food

availability is good throughout most of the upper Ventura River basin and may not be the key

factor limiting trout recruitment.

'Ldre B tm rn rei Hi'thitnf,

As fish grow in late summer and fallthey move into swifter and deeper water, inhabiting runs

and pools (Chapman and Biornn 1969). Runs are quite common and not limiting. Pools and

coolwater ietugia from the summer heat are likely the most restrictive bottleneck that reduces

population sizJand limits growth and recruitment. During dry years, summer conditions of

hpn temperatures and low dissolved oxygen are particularly severe reducing fish growth,

srirvival, and health. By August particularly in drought years, only isolated deep pools retain

fish, and complete or partialfish die-offs can occur. lf there are barriers to upstream

movements itis possible that tributaries may become fishless after extreme drought.

The southern variety of steelhead rainbow trout is thought to have evolved to be able to

withstand higher temperatures (Higgens 1991) but they are not immune to lethal temperatures

(>7S oF). High but sublethal watei temperatures can also atfect growth (Bamhardt 1986),

smoltification, immunity to disease, and behavior (Reeves et al. 1987).

As shown in Figure 15, reaches with denser canopy cover are likely to maintain the coolest

water temperatures into late summer. Ukewise, cool water springs and seeps fnay be

irnportant. Much of the mainstem Matilija experiences high temperatures (>75oF) that likely

limit trout survival and production. Hot springs in the North Fork and mainstem further

increase surface wateitemperatures. The best refugia are to be found in mid Coyote, mid

North Fork, upper Upper North Fork, a side tributary of Murietta, and the upper mainstem.

Temperatures within these reaches usually stay below 65 oF. These areas appear to

correspond with the areas of greatest trout densities (Figures 5 and 8).

pool densities may also be related to trout abundance (Figure 16). Deep pools have been

shown to retain cooler water near the bottom, offering thermal refugia to fish in late summer

(Matthews 1996). Salmonids, and particularly steelhead require deep pools as resting areas

ind refuges from high flows and watertemperatures (Dunn 1981). As juvenile steelhead grow

they graJually shift iiom shallow to deeper water habitat, including pools (Bisson et al. 1981).

Generally, the best and most abundant pool habitat is situated within the mid to upper reaches

of side diainages. The mainstem is pool poor which when coupled with higher sola-r influx with

a less dense JnaOe canopy and lack of cool water springs and lesser late summer flows

equates to inhospitable summer habitat. The side forks are presently the most significant trout --
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habitat and have the greatest potentialfor restoration of anadromous steelhead runs, if access

can be restored.

Riparian Vegetation

Two general types of riparian communities are encountered in the Ventura River basin:

southirn aluviilwoodlands and southern riparian woodlands. Southern alluvialwoodlands

consist of various combinations of Fremont cottonwood, western sycamore, willows and

mulefat and are found in lower gradient reaches. The southern riparian woodland type is the

dominant vegetation comrnunitf throughout most of the upper Ven_tura,River basin and

includes a mixed assemblage of primirily alder, willow, and oak. Conifers are only an

extremely minor component within the headwaters of the upper mainstem.

Tamarisk is a early seral exotic colonist species of low value as fish and wildlife habitat

(cohan et al. 1szti). lt is found in mainstem reaches below Matiliia Reservoir and needs

continued vigilance to control. lf it has a chance to develop into large rnonotypic stands.as it

has elsewnere in southern California, it can crowd out native vegetation, reduce available

surface water, limit species and habitat diversity, and contribute to adverse water temperatures

unO rn"*istry. Tamarisk is of high concern toiit's negative effects on wild trout and potential

steelhead restoration efforts.

As mentioned etsewhere in this report, alder stands appear to contribute the most woody

debris to channels. Alder is also tiign$ effective in withstanding the erosive power of debris

flows and floods. One of the reasons ior this effectiveness is alder's propensity for forming

dense root mats in and among boulders and bedrock. Alder rootmats are virtually

indestructible unless there is disease, fire, drought, or other forms of extreme stress- ln

healthy alder stands, stream banks are well armored and stable. Alder roots may also span

across the active channel protecting the channel bed from downcutting. Typical alder

dominated reaches are composed of highly stable step pool sequences of habitat.

Water Quatity

Detailed water quality sampling has not been conducted within the upper Ventura River basin.

As observed in the nlarby'SeJpe watershed, water quality is likely to be adequate for trout and

other biota. pH, mineraliiation, and alkalinity may be high, especially within reaches with a

large influx of groundwater springs and seeps. White crusty sodium chloride and sulfide

defos1s are common where evaporation is high near spring influxes. ln some reaches (as

noied in Upper North Fork) calcium carbonates will precipitate out forming a layer of cement

across the stream bottorn. Such cementing could lessen the quality of spawning beds

iftnougn winter high flows appear to dissolve the minerals and break up much of the cement

prior tdthe spa*ni-ng period. Scattered small iron rich seeps may contribute to local

frecipitation of iron iiocculent which can be damaging to fish eggs and gills (McKee and Wolf

igZO). Many of springs are likely high in total dissolved solids, aluminum, copper, arid iron.

The water chemistry suggests a moderately productive aquatic community, although nutrient

levels have not beeh mdisured. Aquatic productivity may be limited at total dissolved solids
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over 400 ppm (Bell 1g7g) as may be encountered immediately downstream from high mineral

hot springs

Economics

Based upon the recreationl and tourism money ($106-$1 1 1/fish) (RPA 1990) that can be

associatbd with steelhead trout (RPA, 1990), the Ventura watershed is potentially worth at

least half a million dollars per year, piobably more. Additional economic value can be derived

from non-conrumpiiue use of iteelhead resources. other values associated with the presence

of a healthy steelhead run can not be assigned a monetary figure'

Disturbance Processes

Fire and post-fire floods and debris slides are the most significant disturbance process_es in the

upp", Ventura River basin. Chaparral fires are expected to occur every 30'60 years (Davis et

"i.'tgeg) 
and seem to burn hot over largeareas of the landscape (Figure 18). ln normal water

or wet years the incidence of fire is tow, it burns only at low intensities, and rarely burns

n.ugh moist riparian zones. The riparian network thus is protected from fire and may contain

fires within smalfeipJtches of the watershed. Such is also the case if nearby hillslopes have

iecenilV burned and lack the fuels to carry the fire. 
-M"ny 

recent fires have originated in or

near streams in areas of greatest concentration of fire causing human activity (camptires,

vehicles, etc.).

Alders are a less fire resistant species than willows, sycamores, and oaks qnd appear to be

slower to recover 
"nO 

i"g.nerate after intense riparian fires (Davis et al. 1988). lf fire ignition

and fuel build up continu6 to lead to intense riparian corridor burns alders may decline in their

distribution within the watershed. Such a deciine would likely contribute to a reduction in late

seral riparian communities resulting in less woody debris, reduced canopy cove.r leading to

higher iributary water temperatures, more channel instability, decreased fish habitat

coinpfexity, and reOuced availability of summer and winter refugiaJor salmonids. A

co*barison of fire frequencies (Figure 18) and the time since last burn (Figure 19) indicates

that some areas of the upper viniura River basin have not burned for a number of years and

pr"r"nt a risk for intense and potentially damlging{uture fire. Key areas to consider are

around Casitas Reiervoir and portions of the SLn Antonio drainage. Fuels will also be building

up to dangerous levels within most of the remainder of the upper basin within the next 10

V6"o. Th-ere is an opportunity for pro-active fire and fuels management.

precipitation and resulting stream flow is highly variable and cyclic (Figure 21). Stream llow as

measured at the lower S6spe indicates a typical three year low !9 9!9year high peak monthly

flows. Recurrent.yrl"r of drought (1895-i905, 1928-1937, 1945-1957, 1984-1990) almost

"t*"y, 
precede the most devas[ating periodq of fires followed by floods (1917, 1932, 1986'

1991). nn ove1yinl io v""r cycte oitiign to bw average !!o*g may also be evident. Although

it is unclear nouipa:tterni of g6oal ctimitic change may affect local conditions, a renewed

cycle of drought and floods is inevitable'
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Major channel defining floods occur once every 5 years (Figure 20). Such flood flows replace

gravels, flush out silts, transport and deposit woody debris and leaf litter, scour out pools, and

iacilitate regeneration of riparian vegetation (Yanosky 1982). Cottonwood, sycamore, and

alder may only successfully regenerate during sustained flood years when the soil is

continuously iaturated forleveral weeks (Zimmermann 1964). Floods may be detrimental to

fish by flushing them downstream away from their preferred habitat. Under normal

circumstances rainbow trout quickly rebound within one or two years since they have.an.innate

life cycle that drives them to move upstream in fall and winter. Research has shown that even
,'resilent" populations o{ trout may move great distances (up to 50 mi) e-ach year (Schmal and
young f gd+). Therefore, trout reiolonization could take approximately five to ten years if

impassible barriers do not block upstream movements'

Floods after severe fires are much more destructive, ripping out riparian vegetation, flushing

out woody debris, widening channels, reducing shade and increasing temperatures,

smothering riffles with sands and silts, killing or displacing tish downstream, filling and reducing

available tisn nabitat, and creating new fish barriers (logs or boulders). Davis et al. (1989)

estimates that post-fire floods have contributed to up to 50% of the channel deposition that has

occurred in our southern California rivers within the last 1000 years. Roughly 75% of the

increased sediment yield occurs during the first winter after one such fire event (Rice 1994)'

Lower gradient channels fill up past bank full with sediment during the first maior storm event

and then return to base level over the course of several more moderate storms within the first

or second winter (Davis et al. 1989).

Regeneration of riparian vegetation appears to take up to five Y!ar9 after major fires

defending on hyOroiogic anb climatic conditions. A post fire pulse in nutrients, plant, and algal

gro*tn continues oveiseveralyears. Regenerated riparian corridors may be denser and more

dontinuous than pre-fire conditions. Channel sedimentation is most devastating during the first
year but may continue for several additional years. Secondary etfects of channel downcutting,

itreambank erosion, sheet and rill erosion, and mass wasting may continue for a decade or

more. The time to recover is also dependant on the size of the drainage, the steepness of the

channel, and it's position within the watershed (Keller et al. 1988). The lower gradient third

and tourth order reaches which are of primary importance for steelhead spawning and rearing

are typically the slowest to recover to pre-fire conditions.

Windthrow generated pulses of woody debris may also be tied to fires. Windthrow frequently
occurs in older alder stands after fire. The effects can continue tor ten years or more.

Deciduous logs last up to 5 years prior to decomposition (Armantrout 1991) and may greatly

contribute to instream habitat and productivity during this period. Wood does not stay in place

for long. At the next flood most of the wood ends up either high and dry within small pockets

on floodplain terraces or 50 miles downstream on Pacific coast beaches. While dead wood

may play a less significant role than in more northerly streams, it does greatly contribute to the

erosion potential of floods and may increase the risk of destructive riparian fires.

Minor landslides appear to be an occasional disturlcance (once every 20 years). Major
landslides are associated with earthquakes and occur once every 100-1000 years (Davis et al.

1988). ln the short-term (1-5 years), landslides can be quite destructive, denuding the riparian
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zones, smothering downstream channels with sand and silts, killing or displacing fish

downstream, filling and reducing available fish habitat, and acting as fish barriers. Landslides

may cause a complete or partiai blockage until additional flows cut through and restore the

channel grade. Witnin S-10 years, high flows will transport and distribute gravels and boulders

to downstream reaches greatly enhancing instream habitat. Murietta, North Fork, and upper

San Antonio drainages appear to be prone to landslides (Figure 17).

While there is ample evidence of historical slope instability, it is unclear to what extenthuman

activities have affected these pattems of disturbance. lt is clear, however, that changes in

p"tt"6 of fire and associated erosion during floods have accelerated landslide activity. Many

of the chronic slides are associated with present or past roads, trails, or mining activities.

Human activities such as construction of roads, trails, channel clearing, channelization, and

development have contributed to changes in the timing of peak flows. With increased runotf,

floodwaters may rapidly rise and descend, subjecting stream channels to greater erosive force

with less water infilirating into the ground, the health of riparian vegetation may decline'

lncreased sediment inpul can result in increased channelwidth and loss of continuous

u"jet"tion (Grant lggb). Over 4}o/o otthe upper Ventura River basin contains highly erosive

soils which are subject io gullying and sheet erosion (Figure 22). Within the Forest boundaries

of the upper watershed there 
-are 

approximately 15 miles of roads requiring maintenance

gr"d'rg, lO rnites of road associated'with stream crossings, 25 miles o{foot trails, I miles of

6tf-nigfr*"V vehicle trails, 4 acres of dispersed recreationalcamps, and a tive acre developed

campground (Wheeler Gorge)

people have also direcily disturbed the Ventura River watershed and the riparian corridors.

Historical channelizationand bank revetment work has straightened and constricted mainstem

channels to the detriment of fish and other aquatic life. After fires, large amounts of woody

debris have been removed from the upper basin channels. This was the case in the Wheeler

Fire of 19gS when approximately 50 miies of channels in the North Fork and Main Fork Matilija'

Murietta, Gridley, Sdtiiot, and Sinta Ana drainages were cleared of woody debris. Channel

clearing for purposes of flood control continues within the lower River basin.

people have introduced a number of exotic plants and animals that out-compete native

r["ii"r and alter riparian habitat. Tamarisk and arundo continue to be a problem that will

need ongoing inter-agency efforts at control.

Stocking of non-native rainbow trout may be detrim,ental to native !r9yt through direct

predation, competition, or transmission of disease (Carline et al. 1991; Moyle 1986)- There

are continued concems with the risks of introgression and dilution or compromise of native

fenetic variation in southern steelhead. According to genetic analysis results, most of the

resident trout in the upper Ventura River basin have already been intercrossed to some extent

(Cirpanzano 1g96). ii is not entirety clear how stocking would effec!the restoration of

anadromous steelhead. Filmore Hatcnery rainbow trout are stocked in the North Fork Matiliia

Creek near Whedler Gorge Campground and in the Matiliia Reservoir. Fingerling stocking is

,ru"fV avoided where th6re is potential for overlap with anadromous fish. The potential

irpi.it of continued stocking of catchable non-native rainbow trout would need to be
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examined if steelhead gain access into the Wheeler Gorge area. Tributaries have been

stocked in the past but have not been stocked for the last ten years'

Until recenly, the regular five fish limit without gear restrictions was applied throughout the

Ventura River nasin.-Since 19g8, only catch and release fishing with barbless artificial flies is

allowed from May through Decembei below Robles Diversion in order to protect anadromous

steethead trout. The fiv6 fish limit continues in upstream reaches. Most angling Ttiv]lyjs
concentrated in North Fork Matilija near Wheeler Gorge, lower sections of Upper North Fork,

and sections of the main Fork in and around the reseruoir. The extent that angling has

impacted wild trout populations is not clear. Steelhead populations,[1Ye been shown to be

nignry susceptible to angling in the northwest (Pollard and Biornn 1973). Even catch and

re-teabe angting can be s:trelsful during periods of warm water temperatures and reduced

flows (Wright 1992).

Angling as well as other recreational activity may affect trout and their habitat- Recreationists

coriceitrate their activity along fragile streambanks and may wade in the.prime shallow water

ipa*ning areas. Reseirch has indicated that a single wading across salmonid spawning

redds can kill 40"/o ofthe eggs. Mortality increases to over 90% with multiple wadings (Roberts

"nJWnit" 
1gg2). Recreati-o-nists build fiimsy small boulder and cobble dams for ponding water

for summer soaking. At lower flows these small dams act as barriers to fish movements and

create additional p6ol habitats that may favor exotic species such as bass, mosquitofish,

sunfish, and bullfiogs to the detriment of native species and trout. Recreationists potentially

have the greatest impacts on stream fish and biota from May through August with the highest

potential i-mpacts on steelhead and resident trout during April and May when the eggs and fry

are sensitive to damage or habitat loss.

There are three small grazing allotments totalling about 100 acres within the upper Ventura

River Basin. One in C6yote breek, one along the lower mainstem of Matiliia Creek, and one in

the headwaters of the San Antonio watersheO. nlt allotments are stocked at low densities and

with active management te minimize riparian and channel disturbance. lf steelhead are listed

and restored to liese drainages, Biological Assessments will be conducted to assess if grazing

activities are in need of further changes in management in order to meet the Endangered

Species Act.

A number of water developments are also scattered throughout the upper Ventura River basin

(Figure 23). Most are livestock tanks, drinking spigots, or emergency fire water tanks tapping

ipiing. or collecting rainwater in upland areai. Seven surface water diversions are permitted

oh fdrest Service linds. A unknown number of direct surface water diversions may be

operating on the private inholdings. Subsurface flows are likely also tapped through shallow

wells. Rhore detailed review of existing water rights and Forest Special Use Permits would

be conducted to ensure there are not conflicts with restoration of steelhead trout.

The Robles water diversion is downstream from Forest Service lands but effectively blocks all

upstream fish movements. Modification of the Robles Diversion so as to allow fish passage

would open 2 miles of fair to excellent spawning and rearing habitat with the potential for

proOucing 11,000 smolts (200 equivalent adults). lf the boulder barriers and road crossings in
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the lower North Fork can be modified to allow for fish passage, an additional 5 miles of fair to

good habitat would be available potentially producing 43,000 smolts (860 adults). Restoration

6t tisn passage above Matil'lja Reservoir would open an additional 8 miles of fair, 5 miles of

good, ind G irites of excellent spawning and rearing habitat potentially producing 40,000

imolts or 1,100 equivalent adults. lf all of the above measures are taken, an additional 26 total

miles of spawning and rearing habitat could be utilized to produce nearly a million steelhead

smolts orihe equivalent gt 2,160 steelhead adults. lf steelhead access is restored above

Gasitas reservoir, an added mile of excellent and 2 miles of good spawning and rearing^habitat

would be avai6ble representing 50-200 equivalent adults. The range in figures for the Coyote

drainage reflects a discrepancy between predicted numbers based upon available spawning

habitaiand actual trout pioduciion, perhaps indicating that rearing habitat is the limiting factor.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Different disturlcances occur at differing rates and frequencies which may coincide with

additional human impacts on the Ventura River basin. Low intensity flooding, os is beneficial

for steelhead reproduction and survival, occurs every year except drought years that appear to

come in clusters every 10-20 years. Low intensity flooding may benefit.steethead survival for 3

y"irr thereafter. High intensiiy floods occur every 4 years and depending on the season and

iirtng may negatively atfect stbelhead for up to 3 years (Noland and Marron 1985). Moderate

fires issoiiateo with moderate floods occur every 10 years and have effects lasting for over 5

years. Extreme and catastrophic fires associated with major floods occur every 20 years and

inayieOuce steelhead survivalfor 10 years thereafter. Minor landslides occur every 5-10

y""r" and negatively atfect steelhead for 1-2 years and positively atfect steelhead for up to 10

i"ir.; Major iindsliiles occur every 100 years and may continue to negatively affect steelhead

for severaldecades.

Ventura River face many challenges. At the currently suspected lor population size (<200

.J"*ning adults) even minor disturbances could be devastating. The Ventura watershed

shou6 be managed for a diversity of steelhead habitat areas so as to minimize the risks of

simultaneous catastrophic disturbance. Overallsteelhead population viability can best be

maintaineO UV reitoiing multiple (ideally at least three) spawning subpopulations within the

Ventura watershed and managing these populations to allow for, but not encourage,

intermixing. Based upon the estimates of steelhead smolt production and habitat capabilities'

restoring iish passage up through the Robles Diversion is essential. The potentialfor habitat

and proluctioh gaini are relativl[ balanced between upper North Fork or Main Fork. An

analysis of costi and engineeringfeasibility woutd hglp delermine whether additional effort

should be expended on 6nsuring access turther up North Fork or up and over Matiliia Dam, or

both. Other factors such as the presence of exotic species, land ownership complications, and

recreational use should also be corisidered. The opportunities for long term and unimpeded

recovery and restoration of steelhead may be greater in the less heavily used and readily

accessed upper Main Fork. The Main Fork also has the advantages of multiple side tributaries

which could also support spawning and rearing steelhead and thus serve to distribute the

population into aOOiiibnd subpopulations which may be able to better withstand disturlcances

subn as floods, drought, and iire. Of oourse, the idealsituation would be restoration of
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steelhead to their entire historic range in the North Fork, Main Fork, Coyote Creek, and San

Antonio drainages.

Steelhead live at most B years; Five years without successful reproduction is the likely limit

beyond which tne popuiaiion would be at extreme risk of extinction. The ability of steelhead to

survive the challenges of the last 40 years attests to their resiliency. However, each reduction

in steelhead numbJrs places the population (and by extension the overall southem California

steelhead stock) at further risk.

Linkaoes Bevond the Sespe Watershed

peak flows are usually associated with El Nino weather pafterns which may bring higher

nearshore produciivity. or"un productivity may thus be synchronous with peak steelhead

spawning activity. An underlying +o year cycle of ocean productivity has also been identified

(Ware aid tno*pson 1991). Applying this cycle to southern California suggests that ocean

productivity *as lb* in the igAos but ihould peak around the turn of the century. Ocean

conditions are thus likely to be a positive benefit for the rgcovery of Ventura River steelhead.

The key factors for steelhead restoration will be ensuring access toa.diversity of quality

spawning and rearing n"Oit"tr both within and outside the Ventura River basin. The risk of

watershed wide cataitrophic events must be moderated to the extent possible. The risks of

widespread fire and cumulative watershed effects can bq mitigated.through modified

management. The risk of human caused barriers to migiation can be addressed. Steelhead

restoration should include actions to ensure there is at least one other viable subpopulation of

steelhead within ihe nearby Santa Clara River Basin and at least one other river basin (Santa

Ynez?) that can support steelhead in southern california.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

From a strictly fisheries perspective, the most important actions that need to be taken are

those that wili allow steelhead to access their prime spawning grounds in the upper Ventura

River basin. The Forest Service can contribute to this etfort by providing the best available

information on the consequences of various alternatives and by addressing opportunities to

restore steelhead to Forest lands. The Forest Service will need to analyze the Wheeler Gorge

road crossing for fish passage modifications if steelhead can gain access past Robles

Diversion.

protective measures to decrease migratory mortality will also require multi-agency involvement

since most of the potential problem areas are in the mainstem Matilija and Ventura Rivers

downstream of Forest Service lands. As steelhead are able to return to their historical

ipawning grounds, restoration and/or enhancement of these areas becomes important'

Measurel to reduce streambank instability and control run-off of silts may be indicated. A

more detailed analysis of overall watershed conditions would be necessary to identify'

prioritize, and plan projects. Although there are some localized areas which could be treated

to reduce erosion, efforts to return the watershed to a more natural or desirable cycle of fire
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return may be the most significant contribution to restoration of steelhead habitat. Not only

would siltition be lessened, but watershed hydrology could be improved to lessen the effects

of drought and scouring floods and thus enhance habitat. Development of a fire management

plan may also be warranted.
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Ventura Watershed Historical Habitat Analysis
Last Update May 31, 1997 by Nicolas Romero

Ventura Watershed Historical Habitat Analysis

Year Sourqe -Loca_tlqn E"vent C_amnle-nis
Discharg€ info not availaue

Discharge info not availaue

Disoharge info nol availaHa

Discharge info not available
Foster Park Diversion comdetod

Discharge info not availaue

Discharge info not available
10 ft fish banier filled by sediment doposition

7 miles surveyed. Riparian, substrale, spawning and physical info.

Dsbris and sediments from 1932 fire fllushed

Peak flow measured at 39,200 cts
Peak flow measured at 35,000 c{s

Slream dry at Hwy 150

Matilija Dam complet€d

Army Corp of Engineers conslrucls levee to poteci San Buena Ventura

Fire denuded north side of canyon at Sopers Ranch. Nic€ pools, gravel, Sycamore, Alder, and

Rocky gravel susbslrate, aquatic plant g"owth common, semi-open Alder margin with deeP pools

0.5 mi Surveyed from NF Matilija junc-tion to Matilija Reservoir (temp, flow, and frhysical measure info)

Notes 2 diversions at Foster Park. First upslream banier to Steelhead
Turbid watsr. Heavy siltation. Entire upp€r drainage denuded by fire. (Temp, tlow, width and depth info)

Creek surveyod 1/2 mile above r€servoir al bridge crossing. Cobue bottom, semi-open Alder

margin with slight gradiBnt. fuca to be inundated by res€rvoir (Temp, flow wiiJlh and depth info)

Heavy algae growth. Tules near lake inlet potentially Uocking any spawning run.2.2 miles surveyed (above dam)
Below dam heavy growth of aquatic vegetation. Pools, heavy siltation and ddar water near

Hwy. 0.7 mi surveyed (Flow and Temp info)

Surveyed trom Sop€rs Slor€ to Wh6el6r Gorge campground. Abundant 8hAde, pools, and food
Minimal shade above campground due to fire. (Temp and flow info)

Stream in good condition with pools and shade at Hwy 399 Junclion (Temp and flow info)
No pools, white water forms some cover (Above dam). Matilila full and spilling. 3 mi. surveyed (Row and temp info)

Good poola and cov€r. Section of stream dented. 3 mi. surveyed. (Temp and tlow info)
Physical dimensions of samded pools

Road constructed from USFS gate (b€low NF Matiliia) to upp€r end of claims. Cro$es stream 2x

Robles Diversion Dam comdeted

CaEitas Oam comdoted

So. Pacific Milling Company b€gins strip mining 152 acre site, extracting up to 250,000 cubic yards

of rock annualy

15,600 ds. River reaches critical saturalion level (precipitation and discharge info)

52.900 c'fs. Greatest flood llows in recorded history (precipitation and disdrarge info)

40,000 c'fs. Severe flood damage. Jan and Feb storms reduce Malilija Reservoir storage capacity
3500 AF to 1400 AF. Additionally, extensive channel sedimentation, bank erosion and landslides

01/15/r949

03t2111949

0312111949

03/28/1950

03nil1950

07/1i/1 951

0411411952

0411411952

04/06/1956

08/0111955

00/00i1958
00/00/1958

0o/00n960

01/18/1969

01/23l1969

0?J22/1969

1976-1978

21 Ventura River

21 Venlwa River

21 Ventura River
21 Ventura River

2 Ventura River

21 Ventura River

21 Ventura River
1 Coyote Cr.

1 Coyote Cr.

1 Coyote Cr.

21 Ventura River

21 Ventura River

2 Vgntura River

19 Matiliia Cr.

19 Ventura River
3 Matiliia Cr.

3 Matilija Cr.

20 Ventura River

20 Ventura River

20 Ventura River

00/00/1832

00/0011862

00/00/1867

00/00/1884

00/00/1906

00/00/191 1

00/00/1 91 4

00/00/1932

00/00/1 933

00/00/1934

00/00/1938

00/00/1943

10t30t1947

00/00/1948

00/00/1948

01/15/1 949

01/15/1 949

00/0011978

00/00/1980

01/21l1983
09/18/1985

4 Vonlura River

5 North Fotk Matilij,Fire

6 Matilija Cr.

7 Matilija Cr

I North Fork MalilijlFire

I Matilija Cr.

10 Matilija Cr.

11 North Fork Matiliia
13 NF/Ventura Rivea

13 Matiliia Cr.

19 Ventura River

19 Coyote Cr.

18 Ventura River

Flood

Flood
Flooci

Flood

Flood

Flood
Fire

Flood

Flood

Flood

Fire

Flood

Flood

Flood

00/00/1985

00/00/1085

08/25/8ii

02tw92
10tootsz

00/0011993

09/0911994

occured.

19 Ventura River Oroughl Moore sites conlluence of San Antonio Cr with Ventum River to Foster Park lo hold the most i

important Steelhead rEaring habitat

21 Ventura River Flood 63,600 cfs peak flow

21 Ventura River Flood 37,900 c-fs p6ak flow

16 Ventura River Flood 27,000 c,fs p€ak flow. El Nino driven (precipitation and discharge info)

15 Matilija Cr. Fire Vvheeler Fire reduces midslory cover of Wtite Alder and Black Cottonwood. lnllux ol sediment

expected

15 North Fork MatilijrFire Wheeler Fire reduces midstory of While Alder. Cottonwood and Big Leef Made. \Mllows accout

for 50o/o cover. Abundances of pools. High sediment inllux expected.
'15 Murietta Cr. Fire lmpacted by Wheeler Fir€. Large nursery pools. Perennial up to 3/4 mi. above confluence. Alders

Svcamores and Wllows.
17 Ventura River Ca Supreme Courl upholds Appellate Court decision prohibiting diversions during low flow periodg

21 Ventura River Flood 45, 700 cfs peak llow. River overflowed primarychannel and reoccupied old dislributory channel

21 Estuary 19o/o Estuarine, 2olo Riverine, 37% Palustrine, l7olo Upland, 209o Ruderal, 50/6 olher. Vegetatsd

flood dain between Main St. and ocean reduced from 127 acros in 1855 to 82 ases in '1993

13 Ventura River So. Pacilic Milling Company operaiion closed

14 Upper NF Matilije Riparian, aquatic, hydrological, biological and physical informaiion
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Year
10123t1875

02t2311878

04t29t1882

05127t1882

02t16t1884

05/31/1884

08t1111887

04/1 0/1 891

05/01 /1 891

05/1 5/1 891

04t23t't892

06t17t1892

08t26t1892

03/16/1 894

09121t1894

05/31 /1 895

04/03/1 896

03/24l1 899

09t27t1938

10t22t1939

02t1'v1942
07t05t1944
07t06t1944

07n6t1944
0?,26t1945

00/00/1 945

01/03/1 946

03n7n947
06t21t1948

00/00/1948

Historical Distribution and Abundance of Fish in the Ventura Watershed
Last updated May 31, 1997 by Nicolas Romero

Historical Distribution and Abundance of Fish in the Ventura Watershed

01/1 5/1 949

03/06/1 950

03/28/1950
1 1/1 8/1 950

07t1u1951
00/00/1953

00/00/1956

00/00/1956

00/00/1 956

08/201 1 958

08/20/1958

08/20/1958

08/20/1 958

S--qu.rce Lqc_align Qomnents
25 Arroyo Los Coyotes Cr. Surveyors kill 25" RBT

26 Ventura County New Hamphire RBT and Maine salmon io be stocked in county streams
27 Ventura River Ventura man catches 1.835 RBT in 8 days

28VenturaRiver l,000RBTtakeneverySunday
29 Ventura River River teeming with young RBT after great flood

30 Matilija Cr. 312 RBT caught by two men in two days

31 Matilija Cr. Depleted of trout; to be stocked

32 Ventura River Four men catch 43E RBT in 1 day

33 Matilija Cr. One man catches 1.000 RBT in 1 week

34 Matilija Cr. Two men catch 753 RBT in 1 day. Largest being 28.75"

35 North Fork Matilija Cr. Fish ladder constructed.

36 North Fork Matilija Cr. RBT observed 2 1/2 miles above lalls where fish ladder instralled

37 Ventura Pier RBT caught off pier

38 Ventura River 20,000 Eastern Brook Trout planted in headwaters
. 39 Ventura County 10,000 RBT and 15,000 Tahoe Trout to be planted in county streams (streams not specified)

40 Ventura County 62,500 RBT planted (streams not specified)

41 Ventura County Free Press maintains wild fish doomed if strict conservation measures not taken
42 Ventura River Steelhead weighing 14 lbs. caught at mouth

1 Ventura River 10,000 RBT planted in 12 mi. length of stream

2 Ventura River 5,000 RBT planted in 12 mi. length of stream

3 Murietta Cr. 1,200 RBT planted above confluene with Matilija Cr. Hot Cr. egg source from Frlmore

4 North Fork Matilija Cr. 1,000 fingerlings transplanted from San Antonio Cr.

5 Santa Ana Cr. 525 fingerlings rescued from Gridley Cr. and planted in Santa Ana Cr.

6 Matilija Cr. 53,000 fingerlings rescued from SYR and planted in Matilija Cr.

7 Senor Canyon Cr. 10,000 fingerlings planted. Mt. Whitney strain from Filmore Hatchery

20 Coyote Cr./Santa Ana Cr. 2,500 Steelhead adults used creeks. 3,000 adults in normal years.

8 Ventura River Final year Brown Trout stocked. King Salmon recorded

9 Ventura River Steelhead oberved in every hole. Low flow conditions2S

10 Upper North Fork Matilija 04,800 RBT planted. Mt. Shasta egg source from Filmore Hatchery

43 Matilija Cr. Historical estimates place Steelhead run @ 2,000-6,000 prior to construction of
Matilija Dam.

11 Matilija Cr. Stickleback common. One 10" RBT observed

12 Ventura River Bar at mouth breached and Steelhead observed

13 Matilija Cr. Three spined stickleback common

14 Ventura River Engineers report large schools of Steelhead observed at mouth

15 Matiliia Cr. Abundant Stickleback (Temp and Flow info)

16 North Fork Matilija Cr. 3,762 catchables planted

17 North Fork Matilija Cr. 5,000 catchables planted

17 Matilija Cr. NF Matiliia Cr. to Matilija Reservoir utilized as YOY nursery. Well stocked w/ 3" RBT

17 Upper Matilija Cr. Sustains native RBT population

18 Ventura River 120 Stickleback and 15 Gila caught in 1.25 mi. seined

18 Coyote Cr. 500+ Stickleback, 50 LMB, 35 Gila and 4 G's found in 2 units near Foster Park

18 San Antonio Cr. 280 Stickleback, 75 Gila and 2 LMB in 2 surveyed units

18 Ventura River Biologists states future of Steelhead to be "mighty bleak" one Casitas Reservoir flooded

and Robles Diversion completed (survey info)

19 Deep CaUCoyote Cr. Liquid retonone released to kill exotic fish (see results)

24 Ventura River 9,000 fingerlings planted. Mad River strain from Filmore Hatchery

24 Ventura River 11,000 fingerlings planted. Mad River strain from Filmore Hatchery

24 Ventura River 20,000 fingerlings planted. Mad River strain from Filmore Hatchery

21 North Fork Matilija Cr. High RBT productivity level

21 Murietta Cr. Good RBT productivity level

22 Ventura Estuary 14-25 adult O. mykiss ranging between 350-650 mm in upper estuary

23\ Ventura River 2 RBT approximately 20" length and 5-6 lbs. at Shell Bridge

09/1 8/1 961

00/00/1976

00t00t1977

00/00/1 978

09ll 8/1 985

09/1 8/1 985

05/05/1 991

01/04/1 993
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Figure l. Map of the Southern California coastline showing the location of the Ventura River basin
within the Los Padres National I'orest.
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Figure 2. Map showing administrative status of lands within
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Figure 3 . Subwatersheds of the Ventura River Basin.
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Figure 4. Potential habitat f rjrr restoration of anadromous
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Figure 5. Densities of adult rainbow trout and locations of potential
fish barriers within the Ventura River basin.
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Figure 7. Stream gradients of the Ventura Watershed
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Figure 9. Locations of various fish species within the Ventura River Basin.
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Potential Steelhead Rearing Habitat
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Figure 12. Potential steelhead rearing habitat within the Ventura Watershed as determined by the
availability of flow, run and pool habitats, and cover components (1980-1995 USFS data).
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Riparian Vegetation Classification
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Figure 14. Rj-parian vegetation of the Ventura Watershed.
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Figure16" Pool densities within the Ventura River Basin.
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Figure 17. Geologic instability of Ventura Watershed.
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Figure 18. Fire frequencies of the upper Ventura Iniatershed.
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( CONVERSION FACTORS

The inch-pound system of units ls used in this report.
prefer meEric (International System) uni.ts, the conversion
terms used in this report are listed below:

Multiply inch-pound unir ry
i,233.0acre-foot (acre-ft)

acre-foot per square mile
( acre-ft /mi2)

acre-foot per square mile
per year [ (acre-f t/nj-, /WJ

foot (ft)
cubic foot per second (fr3/s)

inch (in.)
pound per cubic foot (lblfr3)

mile (ni)
square mile (mi2)
short ton (ton)
short ton per day (ton/d).
short ton per year (ton/yr)
short con per square mile

per year [ (ron/mi2)/yr]
cubic yard (yd3)

476.1

476.L

0. 3048
0.02832

25.4
L6.02

I .609
2.590
0.9072
0.9072
0.9072
0.5638

0.7646

For readers who
factors for the

To obtain metric unit
cubic met.er
cubic meter per

square kiloneter
cubic meter per

square kllorneter
Per annum

meter
cubic mecer per

second
uril-limeter
kilograrn per cubic

meter
kiloneter
square kilometer
megagram
megagram per day
megagram Per annum
megagran per square

kilorneter per annum
cubic meter

mg

Particle size is given in mllllmeters. To convert from urillimeters to inches,
multiply value in millinerers by 0.03937 .

Degrees Fahrenheit ('F) is converted to degrees celsius ("c) by using the
formula:

Temp. oC = (remp. "F-32)1.8.

Abbreviacions and s ols used:
L rams per liter
(1ess than)
(greater than)
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Terms used in this report adhere to the definitions of the U.S
Geological Survey (I977) except where otherwise noted.

Bedload is the material rnoving on or near the streambed by rol1ing,
sriaiifriE sometj-mes rnaking brief excursions into the flow a few diameters
above the bed.

Bedload discharge i,s the quantity of bedload passi.ng a transect in a unit
or t:-frf-

Bed material is the sediurent mixture of which the streambed is c omposed.

Cubic foot er second-da cfs-da is the volume of water represented by
4 hours. It is equivalent to 86,400a flow o f I cubic foot per second orz

cubic feet.
Coarse-sedirnent discharge is that fraction of the total-sediment dis-

charge composed of particles equal to or larger than 0.062 nm intermediate
grain diameter. It usually includes all the sediment moving as bedload and
part of the suspended sediment.

Coarse-suspended-sediment discharge
sediment discharge conposed of particles
internediate grain diameter.

Measured suspended-sediment discharge

is that
equal to

fraction
or larger

of suspended-
than 0.062 nm

is the part of the suspended-
sediment discharge rhat can be computed from the total water discharge and
mean sediment concentration in the depth actually saurpled with the suspended-
sediment sarnpling equipment. Measured suspended-sediment discharge is
published annually in the U.S. Geological Survey Water-Data Reports and is
generally considered to be the suspended-sediment discharge, expressed in tons
per day.

Sediurent is solid uraterial that is derived nostly from disintegrated
rocks--lEffis transported by, suspended in, or deposited from water; it
includes chernical and biochemical precipitates and decomposed, organic materiaL
such as. humus. The quantity, characteristics, and cause of occurrence of
sediment in streams are influenced by environmental factors. Some major
factors are degree of s1ope, length of slope, soiL characterist,ics, land
usage, and quantity and intensity of precipitation.

Sediment concentration is the mass of dry solids divided by the volume of
water and is expressed in nilligrams per Liter.

Sediment discharge is the rate at which the dry mass of sediment passes a
sectiffiisthequantityofsediment'asmeasuredbyi'y'a""
or volume, that is discharged in a given tine,
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Sedinent load is the sediment in suspension and (or)
usually is expressed ln terms of mass or volume (for exarnple,
cubic feet).

transport. Load
grams, tons, or

Sediurent-transport curve is the curve chat defines the average relation
becween the rate of sediment discharge and rate . of streamflow. Transport
curves may be classifled according to either the period of the basic data thac
define the curve or the kind of, sediment discharge that a curve represents
(Co1by, 1956).

Sedinent yield is rhe quantity of sediment, total or
transported from or produced per unit area. . Sedinent
expressed as a mass or volume per unit area and time (for
square nile per year) (U.S. Geological Survey, 1986).

Streanflow is the mixture of water, sediment, ind solutes discha rged by a
natural channel (Porterfield, 1980).

Suspended sedinent is sediment

suspended, Ehat
yield usually
example, tons

is
is

Per

is.maintained in suspension by the
by colloidal suspension.

Total-sedinent dlscharge is the sum of the suspended-sediment
and the bedload discharge r tts measured by dry mass or volume,
discharged during a given time (Colby and Hembree, 1955).

I,Iater year i s the l2-rnonth period that scarts October I
Septenber 30; it is designated by the calendar year in which it ends.
report, all yearly designati.ons refer to water year, excepE as
noted.

that is moved in suspension in water and
upward components of turbulent currents or

discharge
thac is

and ends
In this

otherwise
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SEDIMENT LOADS IN THE VENTURA RIVER BASIN,
VENTUM COUNTY, CALIFoRNTA, 1969-81

By Barry R. Hill- and Christopher E. McConaughy

ABSTRACT

To estimate the replenlshment of beach sands by fluvial transport from
the Ventura River, sediment data collected during a l2-year period (1969-81)
qrere used to devel.op relations between bedload and coarse-suspended-sediment
loads and streamflow. These relations were used to calculate coarse- and
total-sediment loads from the Ventura RLver, and to assess the effects of
major storms on sedlment transport. Sediment data collected on an unregulated
tributary over a Z-yeat perlod were used to assess effects of dam construction
on sediment loads and to identify naJor sediment-source areas in the Ventura
basin.

Total-sedlment load from the Ventura River for the L2 years of data
colleccion nas 12,800,000 tons, of which 5,1001000 tons, or 40 percent,
consist,ed of coarse material potenti.ally avallable for replenishnent of beach
sands. Suspended-sedlment transport qras the dominant process supplying
sedinent to the coast, accounting for more than 98 percent of the
total-sediment load and 96 percent. of the coarse-sedlment Load. Higher
streamflows carried proportionately more coarse-suspended sedinent than 1ow
flows. MaJor storm events transported more than 96 percent of both cotal- and
coarse-sedlurent annual loads during three high-flow years. The sequence of
storm events may influence storm-period sediment transportr €ls sedlment
removed rapidly during high flows is gradually replenlshed by hlLlslope
processes.

The sediment yield of the unregulated part of the basin was higher than
that of the regulated part. Consideration of the trap efficiencies of
reservoirs ln the basin, however, indi.cates that actual yields may be highest
Ln areas affected by irnpoundments.
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INTRODUCTION

The beaches of southern California are maintained by the erosj"on of
coastal- drainage basins and subsequent fluvial transport of sediment to the
coastline (Rice and others, L976). Coarse sediments deposited at the mouths
of coastal rivers are reworked by wave action and transported by littoral
currents, prcviding rnaterial for the beaches.

In the Ventura River basin (fig. l), the natural flux of sediment to the
coast has been altered by developrnents such as dams and diversions. Since
I948, reservoirs have been constructed on two princlpal tributaries of the
Ventura River (table 1). These reservoirs trap substantial quantities of
coa::se sediment (Lustig, f965; Scott and Williarns, 1978). Although the net
delivery of sediment to the coastline has decreased, the littoral-drift
process has not. The reduction in sediment supply has raised concerns about
present beach erosion and effects of future developments on the supply of
beach sand. To evaluate the potential for increased beach erosion under
present and future r^rater-management operations, an assessment of
sediment-transport relations in the Ventura River basin is needed. The
analysis of sediment data presented in this report r^tas completed in
cooperation with the California Department of Boating and Waterways.

Table 1.'-Reservoirs and diversion structures in the Ventura
River basin upstream from station I1i18500

[Storage capacity is given as of 1968. Trap effieiency is given as
calculated by the storage capacity-drainage area method (Brune,
1953) i --, not determined]

Reservoir
or

structure

Year of
construc-

t ion

Storage
capacity r

in acre-
feet

Drainage
area, in

square
miles

Trap
eff lciency,
in percent

Remarks

Matilij a
Reservoir

1 948 2, 500 55

76
(2I below
Matilij a
Reservoir)

0riginal capac-
ity was 7,000
acre-feet.

Diverts rnaximum
of 500 cubic
feet per sec-
ondl not
operated dur-
ing high
f1ows.

82

Roble s-Casitas
Di,version

r 959 I9

Lake Casitas r959 254,000 39 99
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CASITAS
SPRINGS
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Francisco

35'

SURFACE-WATER BASIN
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EXPLAIYATION

I I I 18500fi

FIGURE 1.-- Study area and location of gaging stations and sediment.sampting sites
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Purpose and Scope

This report describes the results of a study to estimat.e the loads of
coarse and total sediment from the Ventura River basin under existing
conditions of flow regulation and land use. Comparisons were nade between
results of this study and other recent studies of sedj-ment transport in
coastal southern California, and between sediment-transport characteristics of
regulated and unregulated parts of the basin. Effects of major storms r^rere
evaluated, and possible sources of coarse sqdiment were considered in the
context of geomorphic processes

The analyses of sedi.ment transport were made by using published and
unpublished data previously collected by the U.S. Geological Survey. Sediment
and streamflow data collected at two stations in the basin between 1969 and
t9Bl ldere used to define empirieal relations between streamflow and the
transport of bedload and coarse-suspended sediment. By use of these
relations, annual values of coarse-suspended sediment 1oad, bedload, and total
sediment load were calculated.

Basin Description

Location

The Ventura River basin, in southern California, is about 60 miles nest-
northwest of Los Angeles (fig. 1). The drainage area of the Ventura River is
226 niz. The river originates in the Santa Ynez Mountains and flows general-ly
southward for approximately 15 miles from the confluence of Matilija and North
Fork Matilija Creeks to its mouth near the city of Vent.ura.

Geology and Physiography

Uplands in the basin are underlain primarily by sedimentary rocks
consisting of Tertiary sandstones, shales, and linestones; valley bottoms
contain fi1ls of Quaternary alluvium (Putnam, L942). Active tectonism and
contrasts in erodibility of .rock types have produced a rugged topography, r^rith
narrow valleys and, steep streambeds in the upland sections (Putnam, 1942).
Nearly 45 percent of the basin nay be classified as mountainous, 40 percent as
foothill, and I5 percent as valley area (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1954).
Basin relief is bbout 6,000 feet.
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Geornorphic Processes

Geomorphic processes contributing sedimenE to channel systems in southern
California coastal watersheds include sheet erosion (Lustlg, f965) and several
forns of mass wasting. Mass-wasting processes of particular significance in
the Ventura River basin are dry sliding (Scott and Williams, 1978), slumping
and earchflows (Putnam, L942), and debris flows (Scocc and Williams, 1978).
Scott and Williams (1978) described a conceptual model of headwater-basin
sediment transport in which channel infilling by dry sliding and sheet erosion
during dry and moderate years alternates with channel scour by .debris flows
during rnajor storms. Their conceptual model supports the finding of Anderson
and others (1959) that dry-season hillslope processes con_tribute more sediment
to chairnels than do fluvial processes.

The significance of channel-bed and bank erosion as a sediment source i.n
the Ventura River basin may approach that of hillslope processes (Taylor,
1981). Lustig (I965), however, suggested that channel erosion might provide
only 20 Percent of the sediment yield in the nearby Castaic watershed, which
has lithology similar to that of "Ehe Ventura basin over about half its area.
Because alluvial channels throughout the souEhern Callfornia coastal mountains
may be undergoing a period of entrenchment and erosion (Putn4m, 1942; Scott
and others, 1968; Cooke and Reeves, L976; Scott and tlilliams, 1978; and Knotr,
1980), channel erosion must be considered a poEentially slgnificant gedinent
source.

Climate

The Ventura River basin has a Mediterranean-type cllmate, wiEh warm, dry
summers and mild and relativeLy wet winters. Rainfall dlstribution is highly
seasonal, with nearly al1 precipitation falling during the winter months
(Cooke and Reeves, L976). Average annual precipitation ranges from about 15
inches at the ciry of Ventura to as much as 30 inches in the mountains of the
northern part of rhe basin (Rantz, L969).

VegeCaCion and Land Use

Vegetation cover is primarily chaparral, with limited amounts of
sagebrush, conifers, and grass (hle11s and Palmer, 1982). There may have been
a reduction in density of chaparral and coniferous forest during the late lgth
century due Eo overgrazing and burning (Cooke and Reeves, L976).

Land Llse in the steep upland areas of the Ventura
restricted to livestock grazing and 'recreation. Lowland
affected to some degree by culcivation and urbanization.

River basin is
areas have been
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Previous Studies

Several previous studies have provided estimates of sediment yields in
the Ventura River and adjacent basins, but these estimates are difficult to
compare because of differences in nethods, types and periods of data
considered, and units used to report results. In particular, it is difficult
to relate erosion rates reported as volumes of sediment per unit time to
records of sediment that are determined as weight or mass per unit time,
because estimates of buLk densities of eroded materials are not readily
available. For purposes of comparison, alL sediment yields reported by other
authors as volumes per unit time have been converted to acre-feet per square
mile per year ((acre-ft/mi2)/yr) and are summarized in table 2.

Table 2.--Results from previous studles of average sediment yieJ-d in and
adjacent to the Ventura River basin

ISediment yield is given in acre-feet per sguare mile per yearJ

Study r Drainage
basin

$pe of
data

considered
Sedlment

yield Remarks

Lustig, 1965

Scott and others,
1968

Do

Scott and Wll1ians,
1978

Knott, 1980

California Department
of Navigation and
Ocean Development,
r977

Castaic

Matl lija
(Ventura )

Plru

Ventura
headwaters

Caflada de los
Alanos (Piru)

Ventura

Reservoir
sedimentation

do

Physlographic
characteristics

do.

Sedtment
discharge

do

l_

1.60-6.80

.26

4.20

.27

82

96

79

do

Taylor, 1981, 1983 Ventura

62

Coarse
sedirnent

Prior to dam
construc-
tion

IFor fu11 citations, see I'References Citedt' section.
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Regressron analysis has been used by various authors to obcain predictive
equations for sediment yields ih the southern California mountains based on
daca obtained from basins with known races of reservoir sedimentation. Lustig
( 1965) used :his approach to calculate a sedimenc yield of L.82
(acre-ft /ni21 1y7 for the Castaic watershed in western Los Angeles County.
ScotE anct others (1968) reported the average sediment yield above Matilija
Reservoir (fig. l) in the upper Ventura basin to be 0.96 (acre-ft/nli2)/yr.
Using a variety of empirical meEhods, these authors estimated- the long-Eerm
sediment yield of the Piru Creek basin, northeast of and adjacent to the
Ventura basin, co be 0.79 (acre-ft/mi2)lyr. Scott and Williams (1978), in an
extensive study of eposion in the southern California mountains, estimated
thac sediment yields {esulting from the heavy storms of 1969 in the headwaters
of the VenEura Rive'r ranged f rom 19.3 to 52.2 acre-f t/rni2. Estimated
long-Eerm yields for this area ranged from approximacely I.6 to 6. 8
(acre-ft /ni21 1tt. KnotE ( 1980) estimaEed a long-term yield of 0.26
(acre-fc/ni-z) /yr for the Cafrada de los Alamos, a tributary of Piru Creek.
Taylor (1981, 1983) calculated an upland erosion rate of 4.2 (acre-ft/mj-2)/yr
for the Ventura basin; of the material eroded, 20 percent hras estimated to be
sand size or larger

Other investigators have considbred sEreamflow and sediment-discharge
records compiled for gaging stations in the basin. Shiller (L972) showed thac
the mean grain size of suspended sediment in the Ventura Ri.ver during the high
flows of L969 was proportional to stream velocicy, streamflow, and sedimenE
concentraEion. The California Department of NavigaEion and Ocean Development
(I977) applied the modified Einstein bedload formula (Burkham and ochers,
L977) to records of streamflow co obtain an estimated annual coarse-sediment
yield of. 0.27 (acre-f t/rni2) /yr for the Ventura basin f.or L969-75. This report
included a sedinent-yield estimate of 0.62 (acre-ft /ni27 1rr, prior to
conscruction of dams in the basin. Brownlie and Taylor (1981) used existing
suspended-sediment data and the modified Einstein formula to obtain lgad
esEimates of, 2.28 million tons of coarse sediment and B.L2 million cons of
total sediment for the period L969-75 at the Ventura River near Ventura
(station t1118500);

Data Available

Ventura River near Ventura (1f1I8500)

Records of daily streamflow at station 11118500 extend from October L929
to Ehe present (i984). SEreamflow data for the period of this study are
contained in reports by the U.S. Geological Survey (L972-75a,1976, L976-82).
Drainage area is 188 mi2. Periods of flow regulation and drainage-basin areas
affected are given in table l, and locations of reservoirs are shown in figure
t. A11 existing regulation structures were operational prior to L969; no
changes in regulation occurred during the period of sediment-data collecEion.
Average daily streamflow for 1912-13 and 1930-82 was 58.3 ft3/s. Screamflow
is intermittent in most years. Maximum instantaneous streamflow was 63,600
ftt/" on February 10, 1978.
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Sediment data were collected at station llll8500, Ventura River .nearventura, from 1969 to 1973 and frorn 1975 to 1981. Daily values of suspended-sediment discharge and nonthly values of bedload discharge were publishedpreviously (u.s. Geol0gical survey , Lg72-75b, rg74a, rg74b, Lg76-g2) .Additionally, some hydraulic and particle-size data and bedload measurements
made using the method of Helley and Srnirh (i971) (available in u.S. GeologicalSurvey data files) I.rere used in the computations described be1ow. Totalsuspended-sediment load for the period of data collection r^ras 12,600,000 tons,with an average annual load of 1,050,000 tons. Minimum annual 

"usp"rra"!-sediment load was 957 tons in L977 and maximum annual load was 6,650,000 tonsin 1959 ' Bedload values hTere conputed independently for this report asdescribed below, and previously published values r^rere not used. No sedj.mentdata were collected in water year Ig74, and all references to "period of datacollection" for staEion IlI18500 apply ro narer years Lg6g-73 and 1975-Bl.

San Antonio Creek ar Casitas Springs (lIll7500)

Streamflow data at station lllI7500
to the present. Strearnflow data for the
reports by the U.S. Geological Survey
area is 5l mi2. Flow is unregulated
streamf 1ow f or lg4g-82 r{ras 13.2 f ta /s.years.. Maxinum instantaneous streamflow

have been collected from October I949
period of this study are contained in
(1972-75a, I976, L976-82). Drainage
above the station. Average daily
Streamflow is intermittent in most

was 16,2O0 ft3/s on January 25, Lg6g.

Daily suspended-sediment data r.rere collected from October Ig76 toseptember i978 at station 1i117500. suspended-sediment load was 2,420 tons inr977 and 1,390,000 rons in lgTg iu.s. Geological survey , rg76-g2).unpublished hydraulic and particle-size data collected during streamflowmeasurements and sarnpling (available in U.S. Geological Survey data files)\itere used, as were bedload-discharge measurements rnade using the method ofHelley and Smith (1971). Prevj.ously published bedload-dischaige values (U.s.Geological Survey, 1976-82) were not used, for reasons discussed below.

METHODS

Because sedi_ment discharge is rerated to streamfrow (Guy, 1970),continuous streamflow records provide a means of estlmating annual sedimentload at sites where instantaneous measurements or calculations of sedi.mentdischarge have been made. The relation between sediment discharge and waterdischarge is comrnonly expressed in graphic forn as an average curve onlogarithmic PaPer. Such curves, knom as sediment-transport 
"rri.,r"",- ""o ;;developed frorn. instantaneous discharges of suspended sediment, bedloadr oE 3'vsediment-size fracrion for which dara "r" available (corty,--' igsiilunder some circumstancesr instantaneous sediment-transport curves can be usedin conjunction with average daily streamfLow values as discussed by Colby(1956) to provide -average daily values of sediment Load. These daily valuescan then be summed to give esti$ates of annual sediment load for the type ofsediment for which the transport curve rJas developed.

8
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For this rePort, prevlotisly collected' data nere used to define relations
between coarse-suspended-sediment and bedload transport and streamflow aE the
Ventura River near Ventura. and at San Antonio Creek at Casitas Springs. These
relations were then applied to existing records of average daily streamflow to
estimate coarse-suspended-sediment load and bedload for the periods of
sediment-data collection

Ventura River Near Ventura (llll8500 )

To estinate bedload for the Ventura River near Vencura (l1ll8500), an
average-bedload-transport curve (fig. 2) was developed for the entire period
of record. This curve is based on both direct measuremenrs of bedload
transPort using methods described by Helley and Smith (1971) and calculared
values determined with the Meyer-Peter and Muller bedload formula using the
nodifications of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (1960). Input data requiredfor this fornula are:

InsEantaneous water discharge;
Width and average depth of stream cross section;
Water-surface slopel
Roughness factors (Manning roughness coefficient,

banks; and
Bed material particle-size distribution.

n) for bed and

The hydraulic data needed for the calculations were obtained from streamflow
measurements. A composite bed-material sample (table 3) r^/as used forparticle-size distribution. No correction r,/as applied to the optical and
Particle-count. data, following the method of Kellerhals and Bray (1971) who
found thac thrise types of data are equivalent. This sample was believed to
more accurately rePresent average conditions over the period of record than
individual samples, and was used in all calculations. Use of this composite
sample resulted in discrepancies with previously published values of bedload
discharge (u.s. Geological Survey, L972-75b, Lg74a, Lg74b, Lg76-92). Daily
values of bedload discharge qrere obcained for the peripd of record by using
the bedload-transport curve to estimate average bedload corresponding to
average daily streamflows. Daily values vrere summed to obtain annual values.

To estimate coarse-suspended-sediment discharge, a relation rras
determined between streamflow and the percentage of suspended sediment, by
weighc, thaE was 0.062 mm in diameter or larger. This relation was based on
all existing size analyses for suspended-sediment samples collecEed at
instantaneous streamflow of at least 100 ft3/s. Sarnples collected at lower
streamflorrts were not used because the great scatter of the data points would
result in decreased accuracy at higher f1ows, which are most important for
sediment transPort r €ls discussed be1ow. First, values for instanEaneous
streamflow and suspended-sediment concentra,tion r,rere log-transformed, and a
relaEion between the transformed values was determined by linear regression.
The resulting equation is:

1oB C, = 1.12 + 0.754 Log g, (1)

I
2

3

4

5

I
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where C- is the concentration of total-suspended sedinent' in nilligrams per
Iiter, [nd O is instantaneous streamflow, in cubic feet per second. The t2
value for this regression is 0.70, adjusted for degrees of freedom. The

concentrations of coarse-suspended sediment were obtained by nultiplying the
percentage of coarse material in each sample by the concentration of
total-suspended sediment (C-). These values were then log-transformed, and a

second equation was determirted by linear regression:

1og C" = -1.88 + 1.38 Log O, (2)

where C is the concentration of coarse-suspended sediment. The r2 value for
this re,cgression is 0. 75, adjusted f or degrees of f reedom. Both regression
lines and all data points used to derive them are shown in figu.re 3_. Data
points representing samples collected at streamflows less than 100 ft3/s also
are included. A range of values of 1og O was selected, and corresponding
values for 1og C^ and 1og C- were determined from equations I and 2. The

antilogs for thes6 values werE. then used to compute the percentage of coarse
naterial for the selected values of log O. The resulting relation is:

rog 7"ilAND - -3.00 + 0. 626 Log Q or ZSAND = 0'001 00'626, (3)

where 7"SAND is the percentage of coarsi material in the suspended-sediment
load. Equation 3 was used to deterrnine the percentage of coarse-suspended
sediment for all average daily values of suspended-sediurent discharge using
log-transformed values of average daily streamflow for 1og Q. Values of daily
streamflor.r below 100 ft3/s were included, as the wide scatter of the size data
at low flows precluded defining any more accurate relation. Resulting errors
are believed to be ninor because only a small fraction of the annual sediment
load is transported at low f.lows, as discussed below. Daily values were
surnmed to give annual totals.

Estimates of total coarse-sediment load were calculated as coarse-
suspended-sediment load plus bedload. Estimates of total-sediment load were

calculated as the sums of suspended-sediment load and bedload. These
estimates may misrepresent the actual coarse- and total-sediment loads because
sediment concentrations, particularly_concentrations of coarse-size fractions,
are often not uniform r^'ith depth (Colby, i956). Concentrations of suspended
sediment determined from suspended-sediment samples may not, therefore, be

representative of suspended-sedinent concentrations below the sampled zone,
that is, frorn the surface of the stream bed to 0,3 foot above the bed (CoLby'

1963). Bedload samples collected using the method of Helley and Srnith, (197I)
also may fail to adequately represent sediment transPort near the bed because
the normal mesh size used r^lith the bedload sampler, 0.2 rllllr allows f iner
particles to escape. Consequences of these sarnpling problems for deternining
sediment loads are di-scussed by Hubbell (1964)

I
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Table 3.--Particle-size distribution of surfjcial bed material, Ventura Ri-ver
near Ventura (111.18500)

[Discharge is given in cubic feet per seeond. Method of analysls/remarks: S, sieve; O, optical;
PC, particle counti PU, previously unpublished. --r no data]

Date

11-2t -68

o2-L9-69

09-18-73

09-30-75

09-16-77

08-29-79

08-08-80

1130

0900

1015

09-30-81 0930

20

L2

36

32

18

47

42

24

56

Time
(24 hour)

Sam-
pling
point

Dis:
charge

Bed material Method of
Percent flner than slze, in rnillimeters, lndicated analysis/

renarksz.orF;ou - 8.00 r5.0- 32.0 64.0 128 256 5L2 r024l
. 2048

116

3

4

2

3

2

3

3 72L

50 60

31 42

65 75

66

55

93

6

55

19

100

80

73

100

15

65

38

100

100

43

100

7t

33

100

86 99 lLOO

S/PU

s/

sl
olPu

sl
O/PU

S/PU
PCI

S/PU

1030 4 o

12. O

9.3 2

4

2

61116243142
84 100

95 100

49

15

4
EN 7256182409497

74

2 76 1 1 3 8182532435882
Average for all

optical counts. ...... .. 13 27 57 90 100

Average for all
sieve samples.... 2 5 L2 25 36 44 51 60 7L 83 100

Average of all
optical counts
averaged rrith the
particle iount. ........ 44 74 92 97 99/100

Conposite of last
tvJo averages ...

abovel r. i. r r 1 5 11 15 19 22 26 31 37 44 74 92 97 99|LOO

tThis distribution used for bedload calculations.



and

where C

5, the

San Antonio Creek at Casitas Springs (111r7s00)

Bedload discharge and coarse-suspended-sediment discharge for the San
A.ntonio Creek at Casitas Springs were calculated using the methods described
previously. A single bed-material sample was used for Ehe bedload
calculations using the Meyer-Peter and Muller rnethod (U. S. Bureau of
Reclamation, i960). ttr" size aiitribution of this sample is shown in table 4.
Direct measuremenEs of bedload transport using the llelley and Smith (1971)
method as well as values calculaced with the Meyer-Peter and Muller formula
(U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1950) were used to develop the bedload-transport
curve shom in figure 4. Use of the Meyer-Peter and Muller calculation
allowed extension of the bedload-cransport curve to the high flows of L978;
values obcained from this curve are therefore probably more accurate than
values published previously by rhe u.s. Geological survey (L976-g2).

Only 15 suspended-sediment size analyses rlere available .for station
11117500' and of these, only 6 were from sarnples collected at or. above 100
fr3/s. These six analyses were used to develop relations between streamflow
and concentrations of total- and coarse-suspended sedinent. The resuLting
equations are:

LoB c, = 1.04 + 0.922 Log e (r2 = 0.93) (4)

loB C" = -2.09 + 1.68 log e G2 = 0.73), (5)

C^, Q, and r2 are as defined in equations 1-3. From equations.4 and
esiltlng relation for percenEage of coarse material in suspended

sediment (zs.AND) is:

Log Zsewo = -3.13 + 0.758 Log e or 7"sawo = 0.00074 g0.758 (6)

Equation 5 was used to determine the percentage of coarse material in the
suspended-sedi.ment load in the same manner as used for the Ventura River.
EstimaEes of total coarse-sediment load were calculated. as coarse-suspended-.
sediment load plus bedload. Estimates of total-sediment load were calculated
as the sums of suspended-sediment load and bedLoad. The concentration curves
for total-suspended sediment and coarse-suspended sediment are shown in
figure 5.

*-
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Table 4.--Particle-size distribution of surficial bed material, San Antonio Creek at
Casitas Springs (11t17500)

[l'lethod of analysis: sieve. Discharge is given in cubic f eet per second.
Sample was coll_ected with shovell

DaEe Time
(24 hour)

Sampl ing
point Discharge

Bed material
Percent finer than size, in nillineters, indicated
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SEDIMENT.TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN THE VENTURA RIVER BASIN

Ventura River Coarse-Sediment Transport

Percentages of coarse sediment in suspended sediment and in total
sediment' percentage of bedload in total sediment, and total-sediment yieldfor the Ventura River near Ventura during che period of daEa collection aregiven in table 5. During the 12 years of sediment-data collection, more than
98 percent of the sedimenE riras cransported as suspended sediment and less than2 percent as bedload. Of the total-sediment transport, 40 perce-nt consistedof coarse particles potentially available for replenishment of beach sand. Ofthis coarse fraction,95 percent was moved aS suspended sediment, and the
remainder as bedload. A11 the coarse-suspended sedi.ment \{as within the
sand-size range (0.062 to 2.00 mm). Particles transported as bedload ranged
from silt to gravel size (less than 0.062 to greater than 32 mm).

The relation of coarse-suspended-sediment concentration to streamflow isnot vrell defined for the Ventura River. This is apparent from the relatively
low value of the correlation coefficient for equation 2 as well as from the
scatter 'of the data points plotted in figure 3. Factors other than the
magnitude of strearnflow evidently are important in decermini.ng the variability
of coarse-suspended-sedimenE concencration. Until these factors are better
undersEood, however, relations such as those defined by equations 1-3 willprovide the most reasonable means of esti.mating the transport of
coarse-suspended sediment

The relation between streaniflow and the percentage of coarse rnaterial in
suspended sediment indicates Ehat at higher flows a larger proportion of the
suspended load will consist of coarse sediment. Thus, as shown in table 4,
high annual streamflows will not only resulE in high sediment loads, but those
loads will contain greater percentages of coarse sedi.ment. The implications
of this relation are considered further in the section "Effects of Major
Storms. tt

Comparison of Ventura River Near Ventura and San Antonio Creek
aE Casitas Springs

The water years during which sediment data were collected on San Antonio
Creek at Casitas Springs represenE hydrologic extremes, wiEh Ig77 being the
second of cwo droughc years and 1978 being a year of exceptionally high
streamflow (tables 5 and 6). Both streamflow and the suspended-sediment load
were higher at San Antonio Creek (station llll7500) than ar the Ventura River(statton fi11E500) during the dry year of L977, presumably because of seepage
losses into the streambed between the thro stations. During lglg, 

"t.u"*ilo,at the Ventura River station exceeded that at the San Antonio Creek staEion byover four times, but the total-sedimenE load was only twice as great at theVentura River station. These results suggest that channel aggradation may
occur along San Antonio Creek during dry years, but thaE during years of highflow, iEs contribution of suspended sediment Eo the VenEura Rj.ver isproportionately greater than iEs conEribuEion of strearnflow.
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Table 5.--Estirnated sedlment load at Ventura River near Ventura (11118500), 1969-81

lstreamflos ls glven ln cublc foot per second-days. Total sedfunent yLeLd ls glven in tons per square mlle per year. --, no daLal

Load, ln tons
rc Total

coarse
sedlment

4,530
104
LI

1,700r0oo

Total
sediment

2,280
1 r 4 20,000

Total
sediment

5 , 740, 000
33,000
37,600

7,L7O
501r000

SUSpenoeo
sediment

roral
sediment

L2,3

Total
sediment
Yle ld t

Percentage of coarse
sedlment ln:

Percentage
of bedload
ln total
sediment

Water
year

Water
year

Streanflow

126r000
5,O4O
5r7O0
1r510

24r4OO

5r650r000
32 ,8O0
37 r 100
7,090

491r 000

suspended suspended
sedlrnent sedlment Bedload

L969
1970
1971_
].972
r973

2,680,000
1r550
2r29O

339
100,000

88,1oo
233
470

79
9 1320

2,77O |OOO
1, 790
2r760

418
110 r 000

40.3
4.7
6.2
4.8

20.4

9.4
4.0
1.5

46.4

41.1
5.4
7.3
5.8

2L.9

1.3
.7

1.3
1.1
1.9

3.
2.

2
4
3
0

3.2
1.5
2.0

35, 800
176 r

200
38.1

2r660

L974
L975
r976
t977
1978

6,750
701
403

120,000

35, 700
1r610

957
3r510ro0o

L979
1980
1981

15,7Oo
65,100

3r940

3r340'65
14

1,630 r o00

3r010
475,000

165

1r1;;
39

3
71r 800

1,210
29,000

96

79.2
523,000

36,900
1, 650

960
3r 590,000

1;;
8.8
5.1

19,100

5.3
1.8

47.5

1.8
1.9

3.5
36, 8

2

36, 700
1,750,000

4,650

suspended suspended
sedlnent sedlment

41220
505,000

26L '!

8,2
27.O
3.5

11.1
28.2
5.5

202
9,52O

25

5,660

Percentage of
total-sedlrnent load

37 ,900
1, 790, 000

4 1740

o\ Total. . 376r24O 12r600,000 41900rO0O 202r000 5r100r000 12r800r000

Average
annual.. .. . . 31r354 1,0501000 408,000 16'800 4251000 110701000 L4.7 L6.2 L.7

lCalculated uslng dratnage area of 188 ml2.

Table 6.--Estimated sediment load at San Antonio Creek at Casitas Springs (11117500), 1977-78

Istrearnflow ls given ln cublc foot per second-days]

Load in tons Percentage of coarse
sedlment in:

ffi
sedlnent sedlment

Stream-
flow

434
27 ,2OO

2,42O
1 , 390, 0OO

38.2
496 ,000

41
26,800

Subpended
sedinent

98.2
97 .9

Bedload
coarse

Bedload sediment

L977
1978

L.7
35.7

Average
annua1..13r800 695,000 248,000 13,400 252,OOO 710,000 18. 7 20,2 98. t- 1,8



The San Antonio Creek basin constitutes 27 percent of the drainage area
of the VenEura River at station 11i18500. During 1977-78, San Antonio Creek
contributed 23 percent of the streamflow, 40 percent of the tocal sedinent
1oad, and 3t Percent of the coarse-sedirnent load to the Ventura River near
Ventura. These percentages indicate thaE the undeveloped San Antonio Creek
basin contributes.slightly. less streamflow but more coarse' and total sediment
per unit area than the regulated parts of the Ventura basin. The
average-annual total sediment yield for water years 1977 and 1978 was 9,550(ton/rni2)/yr for the Ventura River near Ventura (table 5) and I3,900
(ton/mi2)/yr for San Antonio Creek at Casitas Springs, the:difference in
yields for the two stations reflects, to some degree, the effects of darns and
diversions on the Ventura River and its tributaries, as part of the sediment
delivered to reservoirs is retained (Scoct and others, 1968) and is not
transported further downstream.

A more realistic value for the actual sediment yield of the entire
Ventura River basin can be calculated by considering the trap efficiencies of
reservoirs in the basin. Trap efficiencies for reservoirs in the Ventura
River basin, calculated by the storage capacity-sratershed area nethod (Brune,
1953), are given in table 1. These trap efficiencies were used to calculate
effective drainage areas for regulated portions of the basin using the
formula:

DAeffectir" = (L - rc/100) x DAregu1ated, Q)

where DAeffectin" and DArequlat"6 represent the effective and actual drainage
areas' in square miles, ab-ove dams, respectively, and ?E'is trap efflciency,
in percent. The effective drainage areas were summed and added to the area of
the unregulated parts of the basln. Thls total effective drainage area was
used to calculate an effective total sediment yield of. 17,20o (ton/mt2) /yr by
dividing the average-annual total sediment load for L977-78 at station
11118500 by the total effective drainage area. This figure is an estimate of
what the actual sediment yield would have been at sration 11118500 f.or L977-78
had no sediment been deposited behind dams.

If both the drainage area and the total sedinent load for San Antonio
Creek are subtract,ed f ron the total drainage area and sedi.trent load,
respectively, at station 11118500, the resultlng sedj.nent yield for the
Ventura basin, exclusive of the San Antonio Creek basin, for L977-78 was 7,9L0
(ton/miz)/yr. If, however, the effecti.ve drainage area exclusive of the San
Antonio basin is used in the above calculati.on, the resulting sediment yield
for this area becomes 20,300 (ton/mi2)/yr. This figure probably represenrs a
more accurate estimate of the actual production of sediment per unit area in
the Parts of the basin outside the San Antonio Creek basin than does the
sediment yield calculated using the total drainage area and total sediurent
1oad. Thus, although the sediment yield during 1977-78 was higher for the San
Antonio Creek basin than for the rest of the Ventura basin under existing
conditions of flow regulation, the actual production of sediment per unit a,rea
seems to be highest in areas other than the San Antonio Creek basin. These
include the areas downstream of Matilija and Casitas Reservoirs. With. the
available data, it is not possible to determine the relative i.nportance of the
areas downstrean from dams as sources of sediment; however, in other areas,
channel erosion has increased along reaches below darns due to release of
relatively sediment-free rirater into the channels (Wil1ians and Wolman, 1984;
Andrews, 1986).
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Records of the Casitas Municipal l.later District indicate that an
estimated 63r000 yd3 of sediment were removed fron the Robles-Casitas stilling
basin after the 1969 flood, and that estiurated volumes of 50,000 yds "rI91,000 yd3 were removed in Ig73 and Ig78, respectively. Photographs of this
material show that it included many large boulders, but the actual
Particle-size distribution is not known. It is unlikely that nuch coarse
sediment trtas transported through Matilija Reservoir. Thus, most of this
coarse sediment must have been supplied by a relatively sna11 area drained by
unregulated tributaries and by channel erosion between Matilija Dan and the
stilling basin. These observations support the contention that these areas
may be significant sediment sources.

Effects of Maior Storms

Uajor storms affected the Ventura basin in L969, L978, and 1980.
Streanflow, total-suspended-sedinent 1oad, and coarse-suspended-sedinent load
for five major storm periods during these years are given in table 7, along
with Percentages of annual total-suspended-sediment and coars"-
suspended-sediment load represented by each storm. In each of the three years
considered, over 98 percent of the coarse-suspended sediment and over 96
Percent of the total-suspended sediment were transported durinq one or two
storn periods lasting an average of 10 days each. The storn-period sediment
loads given in table 7 iepresent 92 percent of the total-suspended-sediment
load and 97 Percent of the coarse-suspended-sediment load for the entire
period of data collection. The relatively infrequent long-duration, high-
intensity storm events, therefore, dominate the movement of sediment from the
Ventura basin to the ocean.

Table 7'--Sedirnent transport at Ventura River near Ventura (111I8500)
during major storm periods, I959-81

IStreamflow is given in cubic foot per second-days]

Storm
period

$tream-
flow
(ql

Percentage
of annual
coarse-

suspended-
sedinent

load

Percentage
of annual

suspended-
sed inent

load

Ratlo of
suspended-
.sediment

load to
strearnflo!,,

(Qr, /q)

_!oad, in tons
Tot.al- ---Toarse-

suspended- suspended-
sedirnent sedinent

(Qr.) (Q"r.)

L969
JanlT9-29
Feb.23-27

t 978
Feb.5-15
Mar. l-6

1980
Feb--24

55,
40,

Total

3 r 550,000
2 r 860,000

Lr520,000
l.,170,000

l_00
300

54
43
97

55.
43.

11o0.

7

7

4

9
0
9

65
7t

1
0

45.4
42.L

45,800 2r080,000 1,0401000 63.9
301900 1,300,000 568,000 34.8

Total. ...98.2

35,20O 1,740,000 475,000

59.3
37. 0
95.3

l8

99. 8 98. 9 48.1
lExceeds 100 percent due to rounding of values.



Scott and Williams (1978) suggested that after sediment is flushed fron
!h" channel system durlng a najor flood, sediment-transport rates will belowered because of removal of accumulated sedinent by high flows. Thechronology of storm events may therefore affect the relation of sedimentdischarge to streamflow during storns because less sedinent will be availablefor storms occurring shortly after preceding storms. Table 7 gives the ratiosof suspended-sediment load to streamflow {b""/il for each of" the five najorstorm periods listed. The storms of early-1969, the first najor "torr"'to'affect the region since 1938, have both the highest streamflow total and thehighest ratio of suspended-sediment load to streamflow of these storms listed.A decrease in Qr",/Q is apparrint for subsequent storms, but because none ofthese events equ:a1ed or eiceeded the streanilow of the January 1969 storm, itis unclear whether this decrease can be ascribed to flushing of Ehe channel
system in 1969 i-

Comparison l.Iith Result s of Previous Studies

The only prevlous study in which sediment loads on the Ventura River wereestlmated in units of mass ls that of Brownlie and Taylor (1981). Theseauthors reported estlmates of 827,000 tons of bedload, zr27o,ooo tons ofcoarse sediment, and 81090,000 tons of total sediment for ttt" Ventura River(station 111r8500) for the perlod 1969-75, excluding Lg74 (all estimaresrounded to three signlflcant figures). Estimates determined for thls reportrePresent 12 percent of the bedload, I27 percent of the coarse-sedlnent load,and 92 percent of the total-sedinent load estinated by BrownLle and Taylor(1981) for this period. The large discrepancy in the bedload estlmates mayresult from differences in methods of analysis. The use of the ruodifiedEinsteln fornula (Burkhan and others, L977) by frownlie and Taylor (l9Sl) is apossible cause for the higher estimate of these authors. As 
"iro*r, 

in table 2,bed naterial of the Ventura River is composed largely of gravel- andcobble-size Particles. The nodified Einstein proceattre-,rs"a by Brownlie andTaylor has been tested only on sand-size sediurents (Burkh"r 
"oi Dawdy, l9g0),

and its accuracy for other size classes has noc been established. As noted byWilliams (L979), the Meyer-Peter and Muller fornula is generally the ..""pt"i
method for coarse-bed streams.

To permit comparisons with results given in volumes of sedinent per unlttime in other studies, the annual tocal-sediment Loads at station t1llg500Idere converted to acre-feet Per square nile per year using the total drainagearea above the gage and an estinaEed value of 94 Lb/f.ti for sediment bulkdensity. This density value represents a reasonable estimate for geologicmaterials. Use of this estinate results in a mean estimated yield of Z.lA(acre-ft/n'iz) /yr. This result agrees reasonably well wlth results of Scottand l{illiarns (1978) and Taylor (1981, t9B3), but is an order of nagnirudegreater than those of the California Departnent of Navigatlon and" ocean
Developmenr (L977)
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CONCLUSIONS

At the Yentura River near Ventura during lhe period 1969-8I, excluding
L974, total-sediment load was 12,8001000 tons. of this total, 5,100r000 tons,
or 40 Percent ' Itas composed of coarse particles potential-Ly available for
replenishment of beach sand. Suspended-sediment load constituted I2r600,000
tons, of which 4r 900,000 tons was coarse sediment. Suspended-sediment
transPort lTas therefore the most important process moving sediment to the
coast, supplying 98 percent of the totaL-sediment load and 96 percent of the
coarse-sediment Load. Bedload transport contributed less than 2 percent of
the total-sedinent l-oad and less than 4 percent of the coarse-sediment load.
The proportion of coarse sediment in the suspended-sediment load was directly
related to streamflow; thus high flows contribute proportionately more coarse
sediment than do lower fLows.

Results of this study agree closely with results published by earlier
investigations. Differences in methods of analysis probably account for
discrepancies in estinnates of .bedLoad.

The unregulated San Antonio basin contributes more sediment per unit of
total basin area than do the reguJ-ated parts of the Ventura basin, as would be
expected from consideration of the sedinent-trapping properties of reservoirs.
Conparison of sedinent loads on the Ventura River near Ventura and San Antonio
Creek as Casitas Springs, however, indicates that because only a fraction of
the sediment supplied to the channeL system upstream from the reservoirs can
be expected to be transported to reaches domstream from the dams, the actual
sediment production per unit area is lower in the unregulated San Antonio
Creek basin than in the rest of the Ventura basin. This nay be in part the
result of the discharge of sedirnent-free hrater to channels downstream
from dams.

Major storm events dominate sedinrent transport. Infrequent high-
intensity ralnstorms resuLted in 93 percent of the annual total'suspended-
sedinent Load and 98 percent of the coarse-suspended-sediment load ,for the
period of data collection. The chronology of storm events may exert some
influence over storm-sedinent transport, as sediment removed rapidly from
channels during high fJ-ows Ls gradual.ly replenished by hiL1slope processes.
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